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le t ter  from your ed i tor 

This issue is focused on the Rebel. The 
rule breaker. The non-conformist out 
of the box thinker. If you are a female 
drummer, a feminist, a social activist 
or you are just reading this magazine, 
chances are pretty high that you already 
fall into that category. And you are in 
good company, as I feel most of us who 
work on putting the magazine together 
and the folks we feature are pretty  
darn rebellious. 

I am not sure when it was that I became 
aware of the fact that I was a rebel. Being 
from an immigrant family, nothing in my 
life ever seemed to quite fit in. By the 
time I was conscious of the fact that me 
and my family were different, it was too 
late. I was already in my pre-teens and 
committed to doing whatever I wanted 
and however I felt like it. 

Music’s origin has been fraught with 
rebellious characters like us. Drums have 
been the foundation for many a riot, 
protest, war and revelry. In this issue we 

highlight more risk takers like Gina Shock 
from The Go Go’s and Fay Milton of UK’s 
leading band, Savages. We dip through 
Brooklyn to check in with break out 
groups TEEN, Habibi and The Suzan and 
stop off in Los Angeles to talk to Alicia 
Warrington who just picked up a gig 
touring with Kate Nash. We go behind the 
scenes at Cirque du Soleil’s newest show 
Amaluna to uncover one of the sickest 
drummers we know, Didi Negron and we 
get to go backstage with Kris Ramos, the 
newest member of one of NYC’s longest 
running off Broadway shows, STOMP. 

To quote Angela Smith from her newest 
book entitled Women Drummers, “
Viola Smith: Think it over boys. 
Sometimes the best man for the job isn’t. 

Drums and Rebellion,

Mindy Seegal Abovitz 
Founder/Editor-in-Chief
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TOm TOm ThE missiON

Tom Tom Magazine ® is the only 
magazine in the world dedicated 
to female drummers. We are a 
quarterly print magazine, website, 
social media community, events 
and more. Tom Tom serves as the 
ultimate go-to guide for the latest 
information about female drum-
mers and beat makers. Tom Tom 
seeks to raise awareness about 
female percussionists from all  
over the world and hopes to inspire 
women and girls of all ages to 
drum, all while strengthening and 
building the community of other-
wise fragmented female musicians. 
We cover drummers of all ages, 
races, styles, skill level, ability, 
sexuality, size and notoriety.  
Tom Tom Magazine is more than 
just a magazine it is a movement.  
Get into it. 
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I love Tom Tom magazIne! Actually 
I need to renew my subscription, my 
boyfriend bought mine last year as a 
Christmas present so I need to renew 
it for this year in my name! Great job  
on it by the way :)

 —Carol
I love Tom Tom Hello! I just  
wanted to reach out—as a fan and  
fellow drummer—and say how much  
I love this magazine! 

 —Sophia 

 

Thanks Tom Tom—you Helped 
make my book abouT women 
drummers a realITy.

—Angela Smith 

(author of Women Drummers)

Recently, I ran into your article  
on this incredible young lady on Face-
book and then I found your online 
magazine and read the article on 
Paulina. She is INCREDIBLE! To say 
the least! I just want to thank you for 
the article and from now on I wIll 
be lookIng for more InCred-
Ible young drummers In your 
magazIne! 

—T.B. 
Alberta, Canada

The work you are doing to  
promote women in drumming, music 
and the arts is so important. And girls 
really need visible role models like you. 
keep up THe fanTasTIC work, 
and thank you again.

—LeeRay 

Hello Tom Tom. leT me sTarT 
wITH: your mag Is awesome!  
I have yet to get a copy in my hands,  
but settling with the digital/web content 
still rocks! I am a drummer based in 
Montréal and I do a lot of touring with 
bands, local gigs, freelance stuff. Your 
usual thing, and I know some great 
female drummers that are doing some 
killer stuff.

Thanks so much!

—Lewis

Dear ladies at Tom Tom Magazine,
Just a short message, because I  
like the style of your magazine very 
much. greaT desIgn, greaT pIC-
Tures, greaT sTyle—ToTally 
dIfferenT THan all oTHer drum 
mags I know. 

Best of luck with Tom Tom Magazine!

—Catrien 
Berlin, Germany

Letters to the Editor

contact us
302 Bedford Ave PMB #85

Brooklyn, NY 11249

info@tomtommag.com

@tomtommag

I am definitely not the most innovative 
drummer in the world, and I frankly 
suck at playing, but I love doing it 
anyway and I am addicted to vintage 
drums. If I had the money, all of it 
would go into Rogers snare and ob-
scure japanese kits. I just subscribed to 
your Issuu page to be able to read  
the new issues since I don’t have access 
to anything where I am right now!
THank you for suCH an InspIr-
Ing mag. I really wIsH IT exIsT-
ed wHen I was 14!

—Julie

muCH love and please don’T ever sTop  
doIng wHaT you’re doIng! I’m from New York City 
and while there are soooo many female musicians/ 
drummers there, the lack of representation/support for 
them can often feel unbeatably, depressingly low. Tom  
Tom is a gem! Thank you thank you.

  —Annelise
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angEL knotts
Follow her

@stixxwithgod_ 

p h o t o  b y  D e r i c  D e s r o n v i l 
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Small,
3-string
guitars. loogguitars.com

the beat and the pulse

laila
Laila (which means Night in Hebrew) is a hard hitting two-piece 
based out of Tel Aviv, Israel that leaves you reeling and wanting 
more. Without much of an online presence and no recorded 
music available to date, watching them live feels like a rare 
moment and leaves a larger impact for it. I saw them perform 
twice while they were in NYC and am looking forward to their 
first album with bated breath. Shot by Goni Riskin at the Tom Tom 
Magazine Frieze Art Festival with Naama Tsabar. 

Quaaludes [Art Rock No Wave] // San Fransisco, CA // facebook.com/quaaludesmusic
we wIll be lIons [Psychedelic Glam Rock] // San Fransisco, CA // wewillbelions.com

skaTIng polly [Ugly Pop] // Oklahoma City, OK // facebook.com/skatingpolly
THe blaCk sHeep [Pop Rock] // Köln, Germany // theblacksheep.de

drum lessons gIrl [Free Drum Education] // Online // drumlessonsgirl.com
demI mondaIne [Chanson Rock] // Paris, FR // demimondaine.fr

ex Hex [Punk] // Washington, DC // exhexband.com
kaTInka [Funk Punk Rock] // Mannheim, Germany // facebook.com/katinkaband

alIsa Joe and gyrl problems [R&B/Soul] // Philly, PA// facebook.com/alisajoeandgyrlproblems
HeCTor bIzerk [Hip Hop/Alternative] // Glasgow, Scottland // soundcloud.com/hector-bizerk

If noT for dreamIng [Alt Rock/Pop] // New Haven, CT // ifnotfordreaming.com
lITTle band of saIlors [Incantation/Dance] // NY, NY // littlebandofsailors.com

baa ram ewe [Indie] // West Philly, PA // baa-ram-ewe-band.tumblr.com
THe warnIng [Rock] // Monterrey, Mexico // facebook.com/thewarningmusic3 

bunny fIve CoaT [Punk Rock] // Pittsburgh, PA // facebook.com/BunnyFiveCoat/info
CHokIng on bleaCH [Alt Rock] // Brooklyn, NY // chokingonbleach.com

THe boxTones [Rock] // Dubai, UAE // boxtonesband.com
fIelded [post-apocalyptic pop] // Brooklyn, NY // fielded.tumblr.com

 bands to look out for

skating polly
Skating Polly is 2-piece based out of Oklahoma city, OK. 
We just found out about them and you should too. 
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Small,
3-string
guitars. loogguitars.com

witchsister

We just got really into the four-piece all girl garage rock band based out of Fayetteville, Arkansas called Witchsister.  
The band, made up of real life sisters, just finished recording a five song EP with East hall. Their drummer,  
Kelsey (Kelso) Petet, commented on the recording by saying her favorite part was getting to track drums on a 1972  
Ludwig four piece. “The tonality of the toms was so rich,” she said. Hear them here: soundcloud.com/witchsister

PhOTOS By AnnA huTChinSOn



As a female drummer I’m often annoyed that the ‘female’ is recognized before 
the ‘drummer.’ All genders should have the same eligibility and ability to play 
the drums. However there is one very specific problem for female drummers. 
I’m talking about boobs. Honestly I wish we could just go topless and avoid 
the issue altogether but unfortunately that can one, be very painful and two, 
bring more attention to your boobs than your beats. Drumming is like a sport 
and we gotta play it right. Here are some stories from female drummers about 
their boob struggles. 

strApless or bUst
Anonymous: The straps fall off i’d say about 85% of the time. i’ve had moments where 
I’ll be in the middle of a song and my boob decides to make an appearance ... but luckily 
my friends usually pull through and come to my rescue. I have a select few who are  
constantly on bra patrol. I sometimes wish it was okay to be completely topless. I’d be  
all about that.

biKini Kills
Anonymous: I was playing an outdoor concert in the middle of the summer in a bikini 
top and a low cut tank top. I was having a blast and really rocking out. In the middle of 
one song the knot in the back came undone and my bikini top was swinging back and 
forth from my neck. i had to finish the song with the bikini barely hanging there. i’m 
pretty sure the audience saw a lot of sideboob that day, not ideal.

GettinG cAUGht
My drum group and I were standing behind curtains as we waited to be announced.  
We were wearing cowrie-shell bras and long dangling earrings (not the ideal drumming 
combo) and right before the curtains dropped my earring got caught in my bra strap. 
Within seconds I needed to detangle it. Luckily my bandmates rescued me and I was 
safe. Lesson learned—it’s more fashionable to wear something I can drum in. 

WHEN 
 BECOME

 THE  ENEMY
BOOBS

by

 Chloe Saavedra 

of Chaos Chaos

Il lustrations by 

Maia Saavedra



DrUMs AnD breAsts in eQUAl MeAsUres
Anonymous: If you wear a shitty non-supportive bra you are screwed, you bounce too 
much and everyone is focusing on your boobs instead of your beats. Once i was wear-
ing a button up dress that had become a little too small for me and the buttons across 
my boobs popped open mid song, a photographer from Impose Magazine took a photo 
and the tagline was “Drums and Breasts in Equal Measures.” Awesome (not). I also have 
pretty small shoulders compared to my cup size so even if I tighten the straps they end 
up sliding down and throwing me off, such a pain in the butt (or boob as it were). i now 
have a trick where I wrap the sleeve of my T-shirt up and around my bra straps to keep 
everything tucked in, like rolling a pack of cigarettes in your sleeve.

the MAGic brA 
Anonymous: This is not a joke ... As a drummer with small, rounded shoulders, I have 
always struggled to find bras with straps that don’t fall off whilst hitting the drums. For 
most of my drumming life I have had to put up with straps falling down my arm, thus 
limiting arm movement, which causes me to lose my groove. In Australia we are pretty 
behind in boob support technology. However I found this bra while visiting the US in 
2012 and have never looked back! (Front-Close Racerback Demi Bra).

DAnGer: cAMerA MAn
Anonymous: When I was playing drums in the Dan Deacon ensemble at Bonnaroo, there 
were three other drummers playing simultaneously: Greg Fox, Denny Bowen of Double 
Dagger, and David Jacober from Dope Body. It was sooooooo hot out. In the middle of 
the set, the other drummers took their shirts off and i was like “fux it” and took my shirt 
off too. i was wearing one of those bikini bras from American Apparel. One of the dudes 
from the camera crew who was filming the set came over to me and started exclusively 
filming my boobs. he was being horribly obvious about it. i think a lot of people might 
have felt uncomfortable with this, and I guess I did a little bit too, but mostly I thought it 
was pretty funny. I have since attempted to locate the tape, but have been unable to do 
so. Maybe he kept the footage in his private collection...

pArADiDDle JiGGle
Anonymous: If you have smaller boobs and you usually don’t wear a bra that doesn’t 
mean you can go sans bra on stage. Your boobs will still shake around (you can only 
imagine a paradiddle-diddle) plus the stage lights have a weird effect of making 
materials transparent. One show i wore a light breezy white tank on stage without a 
bra and only realized once I looked down that the whole crowd could see right through 
the shirt to my boobs! That felt like the longest show ever. Pretty much was the  
reality of one of those naked dreams.

the shoW MUst Go on
Anonymous: I was playing in a beauty supply store in a shopping center in San  
Francisco. The lights above us were so bright that it almost felt like I was sitting in the 
middle of a fashion show. Of course i happened to be wearing a see-through shirt and 
as soon as i started playing my bra strap fell off my shoulder. My boobs have grown  
a size or two since I last wore that bra so I could just feel the cusp of my entire breast 
resting over the fabric. I tried to cover it with my forearm but that prevented me from 
being able to keep the beat so I just played through it. It kind of made me feel like  
Tiva from Fantastic Planet and that is extremely worth the exposure.

 THE  ENEMY

JAZZ

pop/inDie

rocK/pUnK

WorlD

A cUp b cUp c cUp D cUp

Target Bralette American Apparel Jersey 
Cross-Back Bra

Freya Active Soft Cup 
Sports Bra

ISIS Sports Bra

American Apparel  
bikini bra

Gap Favorite wireless bra Victoria’s Secret Racer-
back Bra

Lululemon Ta Ta Tamer

American Apparel Bustier
Gap Racerback Pullover 
Bra

Spanx Racerback Under-
wire Bra

Macy’s Wacaol Sport 
Underwire Bra

Urban Outfitters Racerback 
Bra

American Apparel Sport 
Top

H&M Sport’s Bra High 
Support

Freya Active Crop Top 
Sports Bra
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in a small brick building tucked behind the Orange County 
Bar Association the sound of feet tapping rhythmically accom-
panies beautiful vocal melodies and the fierce strumming of a 
jarana. Voices resonate throughout the empty parking lot of the 
downtown district and get lost in the night breeze. The building 
has been christened Orange County’s leading finishing school 
for radicals. It’s not an underground punk or hardcore venue 
or even a coffee shop—it’s El Centro Cultural de Mexico, a 
non-profit community center that boasts free classes and events 
ranging from art shows to workshops. On this chilly Tuesday 
evening, the women of Santa Ana’s Son Jarocho community 
have arrived early and are warming up for class.

Son Jarocho music started in Veracruz, Mexico. It is the tradi-
tional music of the South-Eastern Mexican countryside. For 
Mexican Americans this style of music has become a way to 
connect with their roots. Like many others cities, Santa Ana has 
created a community where activism, social justice, music, song 
and dance have become one. The heart of Son Jarocho music 
is a pulsing rhythm played on a large box called the tarima. 
Tonight, Ana dances on the box executing grace and style 
while not missing a single beat; stomping and stepping with 
dynamics, power and precision. Michelle keeps perfect time 
on the quijada hitting every downbeat and tastefully filling in 
with a guiro-style scrape of the teeth of the donkey’s jawbone. 
They both drive the rhythm while belting out vocals. Four 
stringed instruments make up the melody—Yuri plays the jarana 
segunda with a fierce biting tone, Carmen L plays her ito with 
conviction, Teri rhythmically strums her tercera and Carmen 
C holds down tasteful vocal harmonies and fills out the sound 
with the booming bass tones of her full size tercera.

Son Jarocho is popular music rooted to people, particularly 
farmers living in communal style countryside ranchos, which 
has made its way all over the world. Its roots are mestizo, 
mixing African, European, and Indigenous cultures. Not really 
intended for a stage or to pump out what we would consider to 
be rock stars or super groups, Son Jarocho is fluid, and a way 
for people to connect, spend time with others, travel and create 
community. The songs are inviting and familiar, beautiful and 
tragic. Some say that it’s the manifestation of a value system 
where people need each other. Its practices breed inclusion 
and respect, for each other, community, history and tradition. 
For these reasons Son Jarocho, to many, is a representation of 
cultural resistance in the face of outside forces.

T H I S  B E C A M E  M Y  T H E R A P Y

Son Jarocho builds communities wherever it manifests itself. For 
some transplants living in the US, it is a familiar reminder of 
home, for others is the opportunity to engage in a living history 
of heritage. In 2007, Yuri began attending Son Jarocho classes 
in Santa Ana and found it to be her therapy. In 2011, she had 
the opportunity to travel to Veracruz and study with some of the 
most involved people in the Son Jarocho movement. She tells us 
the story of how she learned to embrace her femininity on the 
tarima and how inspired she was after being part of the learning 
community that summer. “I have a little bit of all my teachers in 
me when I dance.” Teri traveled to many places; “I feel like Son 
Jarocho has allowed me to connect to a community in the many 
places i have gone.” Carmen L was first brought to Son Jarocho 
at California State University Fullerton. “I knew how powerful it 

-
T h e  W o m e n  o f  S a n Ta  a n a ’ S 

S o n  J a r o c h o  c o m m u n i T y
B Y  C A N d A C E  H A N S E N  / /  P H O T O S  B Y  J E S S I C A  G Z

community
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was immediately,” she remembers, “it brought me to all of these 
women.” Son Jarocho is “Neither here, neither there” she states. 
After coming to the US when she was a very young girl, she  
is able to empathize with Son Jarocho in that feeling of  
being between places.

I T  E X P O S E d  M E  T O  A  S P A C E  O F  O R G A N I Z I N G

Ana is from Colima and has been part of the Son Jarocho 
collective at El Centro Cultural de Mexico in Santa Ana for 
many years. She impresses how formative El Centro has been 
in her life, particularly in creating a space for her to learn to 
organize and cultivate her activism. One day she decided to go 
on a trip that changed her life. She went to many places, one 
of them being Veracruz. She was struck by the way that people, 
not corporations or labels, own the music of Son Jarocho. The 
United States has created a Son Jarocho community that is as 
equally committed to social justice as traditional Son Jarocho 
culture. For Ana and many others, the collectivism of Son 
Jarocho is a refuge from the consumer driven culture that we 
live in. The women talk about how everything is privatized in 
the US, even sometimes our emotions. In this culture of maxi-
mizing and monetizing, it becomes radical to value the interac-
tions we share with one another as well as ourselves. Sharing is 
not common in US culture, but within Son Jarocho the music, 
time, and space are all a celebration of the collective.

Carmen C, the woman playing full size tercera at the beginning 
of our introductions, reminds us how women and men both 
play an important role in the music and culture of Son Jarocho. 

Collectivism is critical; being mindful of each other musically 
is the only way to pull off the rhythms and harmonies that 
make Son Jarocho what it is.  While Son Jarocho aims to bring 
people back to a state of collectivism and community, some 
people feel restricted by the existence of traditional gender 
roles. Some things are changing though—in some cities there 
are strong gay male centric populations of Son Jarocho musi-
cians and performers taking on traditionally female roles. For 
women existing outside of the binary, the dance of balancing 
their perceived and internal femininity and masculinity is both 
a celebration and a challenge. As traditional as gender may be, 
Carmen C reminds us that through music “we can transcend 
who we are and have true solidarity.”

The social justice aspect of Son Jarocho is both outright and 
inherent. In Santa Ana, many people involved in the Son 
Jarocho community are also actively engaged in local social 
justice organizations like the Santa Ana Boys and Men of Color 
organization working to stop the criminalization of young 
boys and men of color. And groups like COPWATCh Santa 
Ana which works to inform the public of when and where the 
police checkpoints are located, that yield more deportations 
and car impoundments of sober undocumented families than 
drunk drivers, as well as educating people on how to create and 
sustain justice at the local community level.  On top of all of this 
amazing community work that they do, many of them teach  
Son Jarocho classes at El Centro Cultural on a regular basis and 
keep up their own work and school commitments. The woman 
of the Santa Ana Son Jarocho scene work tirelessly to create 
community; their work is a form of resistance against oppres-
sion and colonization within their own communities and within 
the US at large.
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SHREDDER

Full NAME: PAulINA VIllARREAl VélEZ
ARTISTIc NAME: SHREDDER
AGE: 12
HOMETOwN: MONTERREy N.l., MéxIcO
BAND: THE wARNING
DRuMMER INSPIRATIONS: ROGER TAylOR (QuEEN), 
DOMINIc HOwARD (MuSE), SHEIlA E. 
yOuTuBE: yOuTuBE.cOM/uSER/luISVIllARR
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T O M  T O M  M A G A Z I N E :  H O W  d I d  Y O u  G E T  Y O u R  S T A R T ? 

Paulina Villarreal Vélez: I started at age 3 with musical initiation, 
then I took piano at 4. When I was 6 my parents bought me the 
Rock Band game. I only wanted to play the drums and would not 
even let my sisters play. That’s when my dad noticed I was good 
with tempo and coordination, so I got started with drum lessons.

T E l l  M E  A B O u T  d E v E l O P I N G  Y O u R  d R u M M I N G  S k I l l S . 

i first started with the basics: drumsticks 
holding, paradiddles and basic rhythms. 
Then I went through more technique such 
as doubles and triplets. If I had to choose I’d 
rather stay with rock genre music although 
my teachers eventually introduced me to 
the funk and jazz world. Muse is a great 
influence band to me.

P E O P l E  k N O W  Y O u  F R O M  Y O u R  Y O u T u B E  

d R u M  C O v E R S ,  E S P E C I A l lY  Y O u R  v E R S I O N  O F  

k E l lY  C l A R k S O N ’ S  “ M Y  l I F E  W O u l d  S u C k  

W I T H O u T  Y O u . ”  W H A T  W A S  T H E  P R O C E S S  F O R 

l E A R N I N G  T H A T  C O v E R ? 

When I was told I had to learn it I thought I 
could never make it. It took too many hours 
of practice with my teacher and on my own. 
i remember, i finally played it through perfectly and then real-
ized that i had the camera turned off.  i felt horrible and cried 
because I had been trying so hard so many times to play it per-
fectly. In the end, my mom sat here by my side. That made me 
feel comfortable and I ended playing the whole song right again.

O H  M A N .  P E R S E v E R A N C E  R E A l lY  P AY S  O F F.  l E T ’ S  T A l k  A B O u T  T H E  

W A R N I N G ,  Y O u R  B A N d .  H O W  d I d  I T  C O M E  T O  B E ? 

My sisters and I chose instruments that we could play together. 
My older sister Dani plays the guitar and Ale, the youngest, 
plays the bass. While Dani sings my younger sister and I focus 
on the backing vocals. This is how The Warning was born. If I 
were playing with friends it would be difficult to combine our 
schedules. But my sisters are The Warning so we can play when 

we want because we live in the same house. 
What I like the most is whenever I make a 
mistake my sisters don’t tell me in an indirect 
way. They just speak their minds frankly and 
directly.

H O W  d O E S  d R u M M I N G  M A k E  Y O u  F E E l? 

I am one of those children who has no 
patience. If I play the piano and make a 
mistake, I despair and would love to hit it, 
but I’m not allowed. Instead, when I’m on 
my drums and make a mistake I actually 
hit them and afterwards feel relaxed. I also 
like the fact that I can improvise and invent 
my own rhythms. Playing the drums has 
this groove that makes you want to move. 
i feel as if all the energy i have saved flows 
from me. i finally feel tired but very proud 

and happy that things have turned out right. That’s what I 
enjoy, doing what I like to do and having a good time. The most 
important thing of all is to play because you love it. That’s the 
message I want to give.

There are many young children who drums on Youtube cover videos. They’re super cute and 
sometimes good drummers, but you’re usually left thinking: “they’re pretty good for their age.” 
In  the case of Paulina Villarreal Velez, however, what really caught my attention is her great 

technique, which I dare say is better than most teens or adults I know. She owns her skills and 
she’s definitely going places. Paulina is mature, expressive and most importantly, she knows 

working hard is the only way to achieve things in life.

By MAR GiMEnO LuMBiARRES
PhOTO By FER VEGA

SHREddERP a u l i n a  V i l l a r r e a l  V é l e z ,  a K a :

T h e  m osT 

i m p o rTa n T  T h i n g 

o f  a l l  i s  To  p l ay 

b ecau s e  yo u  lov e 

i T.  T h aT ’s  T h e 

m essag e  i  wa n T  

To  g i v e .
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T O M  T O M  M A G A Z I N E :  H O W  d I d  Y O u  G E T  I N T O  S T u d Y I N G  M u S I C  A N d  W H A T 

P A R T I C u l A R lY  A P P E A l E d  T O  Y O u  A B O u T  M A R I M B A ?

Kuniko Kato: I started with piano lessons because my sister was 
playing it. But my hands were small and as I got older I wasn’t 
able to play more complicated music, such as Beethoven and 
Debussy, in the way I wanted to play it. When I started to study 
with Ms. Keiko Abe, a legendary marimba player, I discovered 
myself feeling more comfortable about expressing music in 
rhythm. I didn’t care for going to school for music then, I simply 
wanted to continue playing music. But Ms. Abe recommended 
that I study at Toho Gakuen, and I enjoyed it.

I  H Av E  R E A d  I N  Y O u R  P R O F I l E  T H A T  Y O u R  S T Y l E  O F  P E R F O R M A N C E  I S  H I G H lY 

A C C l A I M E d  A S  M u S I C  C R E A T E d  W I T H  E X C E l l E N T  P H Y S I C A l  A B I l I T Y.  C O u l d 

Y O u  E X P l A I N  T H A T  I N  Y O u R  O W N  W O R d S ?

As you focus on making the best hit for each sound, it only 
comes out naturally with the appropriate body movement. I 
realize this more and more as I grow older and become more 
experienced. I understand the importance of practicing yoga 
and its breathing and form.

Expressing rhythm in dancing begins with body movement to 
the existing music but with percussion, I focus on how to con-
trol each hit to make it the best sound I want to express, and 
that naturally brings in the body movement.

WORdS By EMi KARiyA 

PhOTOS By EiShin yOShidA 
COuRTESy OF JAPAn SOCiETy nEW yORK

I may never meet a percussionist who understands 
rhythm as much as Kuniko Kato does. Praised by 
Steve Reich as a “first-rate percussionist,” I was 
grateful to see her perform at the Japan Society in 
early May. The performance was a collaboration 
with the composer Iannis Xenakis, the Italian 
choreographer Luca Veggetti, the dancer Megumi 
Nakamura and Kuniko Kato on an intricate set 
up of percussion which included a marimba and 
gongs. She performed the Pleiadis piece, which 
included her performing live along with five 
separate video projections of herself playing. It 
was simply mesmerizing and beautiful. I tapped 
into her senses to try and understand a little bit of 
what seems like an extraordinary body movement 
in her percussion practice and performance. 

art

T h e  a rT  o f  
d r u m m i n g :

kUnIko  
kato
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T H I S  C u R R E N T  W O R k  Y O u  A R E  P E R F O R M I N G , 

P R O J E C T  I X  –  P l E I A d E S  B Y  I A N N I S  X E N A k I S , 

F E A T u R E S  O N E  O F  H I S  M O S T  C O M P l E X  P I E C E S .  

I S  T H E R E  A N Y  E l E M E N T  T H A T  T A k E S  M O R E  

C O N C E N T R A T I O N  F O R  T H I S  P I E C E ,  E S P E C I A l lY  I N 

T H I S  S I X  P I E C E  C O l l A B O R A T I O N  W I T H  Y O u R S E l F ?

That’s an interesting question! Music by 
Iannis Xenakis is really complicated—5-8 
beat layered with 9-10 beat and so 
forth. It’s really hard to grasp the music 
by reading the score. As you gradually 
decipher the puzzles for all six tracks of 
the composition one at a time, you begin 
to understand that there lies a beauti-
ful phrase within what may seem like a 
chaos. And when I thought about how to 
express it myself, I came up with the idea 
of six panel projections of myself playing 
each track to compose the whole piece. 
it took some effort because the piece is 
not arrangeable like Steve Reich’s, and 
it is pointless if you eliminate any of 
the tracks from the composition. I think 
showing the same person, me, playing all 

the tracks simultaneously made it rather 
interesting in its own way where you can 
see the sensitive rhythm changes in the 
movement, such as changes from 5-7 to 
5-8 beats. 

I T  S E E M S  T H A T  Y O u  A R E  F O N d  O F  T H E  S O u N d  O F 

N A T u R A l  I N S T R u M E N T S ,  N O T  O N lY  M A R I M B A  B u T 

A l S O  l O G  d R u M S  A N d  E v E N  C l AY  P O T S .  C O u l d 

Y O u  d E S C R I B E  T H E  d I F F E R E N C E  O F  T H E  S O u N d  I N 

C O M P A R I S O N  T O  C O M M O N  d R u M S ?   d O  Y O u  T H I N k 

Y O u  H Av E  M O R E  H I G H lY  d E v E l O P E d  H E A R I N G 

T H A N  T H E  Av E R A G E  l AY P E R S O N ?

The sounds of nature are good for your 
body. Within the log drums that Osamu 
Ishikawa carves for me, there are vari-
ous sizes and tones. We all play them 
together from kids to adults in my class 
where the sound becomes quite full and 
the vibration feels really precious on our 
bodies. I don’t think that my hearing is 
extraordinary. What I do think is that 
people in current urban settings tend to 
shut-out sounds because there is con-

stantly too much noise. When you are in 
nature, in mountains and rivers and trees, 
you can hear every sound more clearly. 
You miss out on lots of sounds when the 
atmosphere is crowded with noise and 
people only hear what they want to hear. 
in that sense, i’m no different than others 
and not open to all sounds. But when it 
comes to the sound I’m creating, I give 
my concentration to every detailed corner 
of it.

W H A T  d O  Y O u  M O S T  C O M M u N I C A T E  T H R O u G H 

Y O u R  C l A S S E S  A N d  W O R k S H O P S  W I T H  C H I l d R E N 

W I T H  d I S A B I l I T I E S ?

I’m not necessarily “teaching” them how 
to drum. Instead everyone’s rather freely 
hitting the instruments. Within that “free 
drumming,” I try and build a rhythm that 
they can get into and take them to a level 
where it naturally feels good and fun. 
Kids with disabilities tend to bite into it 
quicker. Playing with them gives me new 
freedom and findings as well. 
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STO M P
k R I s  R a M o s  t a L k s  a b o U t  d R U M M I n g 
w I t H  n Y c ’ s  L o n g E s t  o f f  b R o a d w a Y 
P E R c U s s I o n  s H o w

b a c k s t a g E   a t

BY KATE RYAN 
PhOTOS By iKuE yOShidA

T O M  T O M  M A G A Z I N E :  d I d  Y O u  A l W AY S  k N O W  T H A T  Y O u  W A N T E d  T O  d R u M  I N 

T H E A T R E  P R O d u C T I O N S ? 

Kris Lee Ramos: no. STOMP is my first theatre production. i 
grew up as a jazz drummer involved in many aspects of perform-
ing behind a kit and in orchestral/school band settings. I love 
rhythm and that is the essence of STOMP. i had seen STOMP 
when i graduated fifth grade - i remember the night of my gradu-
ation my dad taking me to see the show. I saw it again in my 
teens. It wasn’t until a singer/songwriter friend planted the seed 
and encouraged me to audition for STOMP that i even consid-
ered it, although I had no theatre background.

H O W  d I d  Y O u  F I R S T  G E T  I N T O  d R u M M I N G ,  A N d  H O W  d I d  Y O u R  P A T H  l E A d  Y O u 

T O  S T O M P ? 

i was banging on pots and pans on the kitchen floor at age three 
and graduated to the snare drum by the time I was nine. I en-
joyed sight reading - I really loved it. My elementary school drum 
teacher was very inspirational and told me I was better than all 
the boys. When I was 10, my mom bought me a used CB drum 
set. From then on, I was hooked. I was involved with extracur-
ricular music from junior high through college. I studied Music 
Production Technology at the Hartt School and then moved to 
Providence, RI where I facilitated percussion workshops with 

After months of auditions, constant practice, and a fair amount of leaving it up to the 
universe, Kris Lee Ramos got the call that she was going to be the newest addition to 
New York City’s underground percussion classic STOMP. Now she’s here, performing 
in eight shows a week, and generally taking the city by the horns. 
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BY KATE RYAN 
PhOTOS By iKuE yOShidA

urban youth. A lot of my workshops are STOMP inspired– 
using everyday household items to create music, so when I heard 
STOMP was holding open auditions i went for it.

H O W  I S  T H I S  J O B  d I F F E R E N T  F R O M  O T H E R  d R u M M I N G  E X P E R I E N C E S ? 

The show is completely prop-oriented. No one grows up with 
special training in brooms and trash can lids. The props are a 
conduit to what you can do rhythmically. What may be easy to 
play on a practice pad is completely different when playing with 
a wooden pole and hammer handle. Prior to 
STOMP, i had always played behind the kit. i 
felt so exposed when i first started performing 
with STOMP, just out there - vulnerable with 
no drum kit in front of me.

W H A T ’ S  T H E  B E S T  W AY  T O  P R E P A R E  F O R  A  S H O W ? 

I get to the theater early, set my props, warm 
up, and stretch before rehearsal. 20 minutes 
before we go on stage is my favorite. We meet 
in the green room to clap through routines 
or talk through parts of the show. It’s a time 
where we can set the tone for the night. The 
solidarity and love that flows immediately 
before a show is what propels me to perform 
at my best.

W H A T  S k I l l S  H Av E  Y O u  l E A R N E d  T H R O u G H  T H I S ,  A N d 

H O W  H A S  I T  H E l P E d  Y O u  G R O W  A S  A  d R u M M E R ? 

Listening. STOMP is an incredibly tight ensem-
ble. Balancing the finesse of a prop and being 
spatially aware on stage is always a challenge, 
learning to vibe with the cast and connect with 
the audience is an ongoing, creative process. The demands of the 
show have made me physically stronger and have helped me to 
cultivate a workout discipline. A lot of this job is being depend-

able - being on time, taking criticism positively, and having a 
willingness to practice. This is a profession and creative outlet 
that I do not take for granted.

A R E  T H E  R O l E S  I N  S T O M P  G E N d E R - S P E C I F I E d ? 

How have you dealt with being only one of 
two women in the cast? There are certain 
roles that are female or male preferred. The 
characters are modeled after the original 
London STOMP cast members. The producers 
will cast new members into a role that will fit 
well, whether it be male or female. I love be-
ing a gal on the stage with the guys. My goal 
is to get to the point in my performing career 
where they need to keep up with me.

W H A T  A d v I C E  W O u l d  Y O u  G I v E  T O  O T H E R  W O M E N  W H O 

d R E A M  O F  l A N d I N G  A  J O B  l I k E  T H I S ? 

Tenacity is key. I auditioned twice before I was 
considered for the show. Timing is everything. 
Talent is important, but the producers may 
not see you fitting in at that moment or with 
that particular cast. Be patient. Have fun. The 
casting directors want to see that you’re con-
fident. your music doesn’t have to be perfect, 
you just have to go in there knowing who you 

are and play to your strengths. Fluidity with others on stage is 
paramount. Enjoy the process. Be kind and supportive to others, 
they want this dream as much as you do.

NAME: KRIS lEE RAMOS 
AGE: 27 
HOMETOwN: cOlcHESTER, cT 
lIVES IN: Nyc 
PAST BANDS: THE KIM TRuSTy 
BAND, GuERIllA MONASTIcS  
DRuM SET uP: FOuR PIEcE 
cuSTOM MADE NESTING KIT FROM 
DRuMMERS wORlD IN Nyc, Dw 
7000 PEDAl
SEcONDARy SNARE: 3x13 
PEARl PIccOlO, Dw AND TAMA 
HARDwARE. 
cyMBAl SET uP: 14’’ ZIlDjIAN A 
cuSTOM HH’S, 16’’ PAISTE MEDIuM 
cRASH, 22’’ SABIAN RIDE  
STIcKS: REGAl TIP 7AN’S FOR jAZZ 
AND VATER 5A’S AND VIc FIRTH 
STEVE SMITH SIGNATuRES FOR 
All ElSE  
FAVORITE PERcuSSION 
PIEcE: THE DjEMBE                                      
FAVORITE VENuE: HARPA THEATRE 
IN REyKjAVIK, IcElAND
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By: MELOdy BERGER
LiVE PERFORMAnCE PhOTOS: iKuE yOShidA

With Cirque Du Soleil’s Amaluna, director Diane Paulus (known for her Tony Award 
winning revivals of Hair and Pippin) has created an enchanting female-centric island. 

70% of the cast and the entire band are comprised of women ass-kickers. Loosely 
based on the Tempest, Amaluna has all the death-defying acrobatics and fantastical 

theatrics one would expect from a Cirque show. And through it all , Didi Negron, 
drummer extraordinaire, pounds out a formidable rhythm from her smoke filled cage in 
the back stage-right corner. Out of the way, yet ever present, she is the primal heart 
of this magical island. When the circus rolled through New York City, Tom Tom had a 

chance to catch the show and have a backstage tour and chat.

DiDi NegroN  
rocks amaluNa
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Name: DiDi NegroN 

age: 28

age starteD DrummiNg: 7   

HometowN: NortHamptoN, pa

Lives iN: BostoN, ma 

CurreNt BaNDs: Cirque Du  

soLeiL- amaLuNa BaND 

Drum set up: 8-pieCe gretsCH reNowN 

CymBaLs: saBiaN

HarDware: giBraLter

Fav veNue: CHurCH

Fav BaND: sNarky puppy  

Fav FooD: FreNCH Fries
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TOM TOM MAGAzINe :  HOW DID YOU GeT INVOLVeD  
WITH CIRqUe AND WHAT ARe YOUR SUGGeSTIONS  
FOR SOMeONe INTeReSTeD IN LANDING A S IMILAR  
K IND OF GIG?

Didi Negron: I didn’t really have to audition because I got 
scouted. He saw me online so he had all my information and 
videos set up for the board and directors. When I answered 
their email saying, yes, I’m interested, they considered me 
along with fifteen other candidates who had auditioned. So, i’m 
not really sure what’s involved with the audition process. I do 
know there are some pieces that Cirque requires you to perform 
and there are calls where you can actually audition for Cirque 
in person, but for me I didn’t have to do that. 
The only thing I had to do was send an 
mp3 of a song of my choice and my 
resume. The whole process took 
about two months and then I got 
the call.

WHeN I  SAW YOUR 
SHOW YOU TOLD Me 
THAT YOU’Ve NeVeR 
MISSeD A C IRqUe 
PeRFORMANCe ,  IS 
THAT ST ILL THe 
CASe?

Yeah, still! And I’ve 
been on tour for 
around two and half 
years now, so that’s 
over 720 something plus 
shows! We started with 8 
show weeks, but we’ve had 
some 10 show weeks. When 
we have those I literally have 
to talk to myself, to pace myself 
throughout the week. And it’s weird,  
I lose track of the days.

YOUR COSTUMe IS qUITe SPLeNDID.  YOU TOLD Me 
YOU USeD TO HAVe TO WeAR A CRAzY WIG AS WeLL?

it was a lime green wig filled with spikes, and some yellow, 
purple and pink. I had to watch my clearance, especially going 
into my drum booth, it was pretty tight. With the wig as well 
I had this superhero looking makeup. I had lime green going 
across my face and some yellow, and it was pretty cool. But 
they decided, okay, let’s have more of a natural look to match 
the rest of the band.

SO,  TH IS IS  THe F IRST INCARNATION OF AMALUNA AND 
YOU’Ve BeeN INVOLVeD WITH IT  FROM THe START?

Yes! And they have had female percussionists on other 
Cirque shows before, but it’s pretty cool to be the first female 
drummer. And in the first all-female band.

SOMe BAND MeMBeRS FLY UP TO THe CeIL ING WHILe 
PLAYING .  ARe YOU GLAD YOU DON’T HAVe TO DO THAT?

Oh, i would love to do that! Trust me, during the creative i 
tried to convince everyone I could do like a Travis Barker thing, 
where i’m spinning. Or Buddy Rich used to do stuff like that. 
He’d be upside down and they’d spin him. I tried to pitch that 
out to them, but it didn’t work.

It was pretty interesting, being part of the creation from the 
beginning, there have been so many changes. Originally i was 
supposed to come out on stage more, but the drum kit was too 
loud for the tent. At one point I did have a drum solo where 

they wheeled me out on stage, but it was so loud 
I would have blown everyone’s ears out. So 

then we just decided to stay in the back 
with the drumkit, I really don’t mind, 

because the sound is so much better.

HAVe YOU LeARNeD ANY 
CIRCUS TRICKS WHILe ON 

TOUR?

I’ve learned how to do 
handstands, I’ve learned 
how to walk on the 
tightwire. I’ve been 
working on my juggling 
skills, because my goal is 
to juggle with drumsticks, 
and it’s really hard! So, 
yeah, working in the circus 

I have learned a few tricks 
here and there.

WHAT HAVe YOU LeARNeD AS 
A DRUMMeR FROM TH IS GIG? 

WHAT ’S D IFFeReNT ABOUT TH IS 
GIG AS OPPOSeD TO TOURING WITH  

A BAND? DO YOU HAVe TO GO MORe OFF 
OF S IGHT CUeS RATHeR THAN SOUND?

It’s pretty cool actually. Being used to just performing with a 
band and that being the main thing, now I’m performing and 
also playing for acrobats. So I have to be in sync with them. 
Watching them every night, and catching their next move.  
For each artist, I kind of know their acts, I learn their tricks.  
I study their body movements so I know what their next move 
is so i can enhance it and do a nice little fill. not only do i 
have to pay attention to the music and what I’m playing, but 
I have to be aware of what is happening on stage. They’re not 
worried about the music. They are following it to some extent, 
but they’re mainly focused on what they’re doing. They can be 
completely out of time when doing a trick. So I kind of have 
to split my brain in two: keep the tempo going with the music 
while catching their little changes every night. It helps my skills 
as a drummer and keeps me on my toes. I get asked this a lot, 
‘so, do you get tired of playing the same music every night?’ 
And really, for me, it’s different every night. That’s what keeps 
it exciting.
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Tom Tom magazine: You are cuT from Your 
own cloTh. growing up, whaT were Your 
biggesT musical and non-musical influ-
ences?

Planningtorock: it was my mum Janet who first introduced me 
to music through her own fabulous and eclectic taste and from 
then on music was my big love. Film has also had a strong influ-
ence on me. When music and film come together i think it’s one 
of the most power languages around.

You grew up in norThern england buT have 
been in berlin for 12+ Years now. whaT 
made You decide on berlin?

I think Berlin chose me. I arrived in Berlin back in 1999 to make 
an art project with friends and fell completely in love with the 
place. It wasn’t planned and I had no initial intention of staying 
but I began to form some of my most important friendships here 
and loved living outside of the culture I was brought up in.

There is a sTrong poliTical and human-
isT presence in Your music. have You had 
anY backlash from people wiTh opposing 
views?

It’s been an amazing experience and people have really em-
braced the record. I’m learning a lot because people are being 
so open and sharing knowledge with me and bringing their own 
interesting ideas and opinions about these issues, which is more 
than I could have hoped for!

whaT is Your approach To wriTing a song 
and whaT gear are You using?

For this album i wrote the lyrics first which i’d not done in the 
past. Each track was like an exercise in achieving a balance be-
tween open lyrical messages and a sonic home that would work 
with that. I wanted the songs to be total uppers with a very invit-
ing/inclusive feel ... lots of fun riffs that you could sing along 
with.The album is a self-released LP through my label HUMAN 
LEVEL so there were a lot of economic limits—but this was a 
political choice, and I wanted these limits to be transparent and 
play a role in the album. I recorded using mostly digital plugins 
and virtual instruments because i can’t afford analogue gear. i do 
like both analogue and digital and reject any hierarchy between 
the two ... it’s all cool. But digital is great because of its easy ac-
cess and affordability.

You find a magical waY To parTner music 
wiTh performance arT, from Your pros-
TheTic nose To Your visuallY sTunning 
videos. where do You pull inspiraTion 
from?

The video and visuals like the music are motivated by a genuine 
investigation into topics like gender identity, sexuality and social 
constructs. These are all things that I’m trying to expand upon 
and challenge in my own life, as well as creatively.

Once upon a time, there was a volcano that no one other than an Icelandic person could 
pronounce. That volcano kept me grounded in Berlin for an extra couple of weeks, which is 

considerably lucky since it’s one of the more affordable European cities for an American. Due 
to this natural disaster, I was in town long enough to see MEN (my good friend JD Samson’s 

band). On that night, I hung out with one of my soul mates for the first time. That person is 
Jam Rostron, aka Planningtorock. Jam is a music producer and video director who has col-
laborated with The Knife Opera with Matt Sims as well as CREEP. I jumped at the chance to 
pick her brain while she was on tour supporting her third album, All Love’s Legal, which she 

self-released on her brand new record label, HUMAN LEVEL. 

 BY LAUREN FLAX
PhOTOS COuRTESy OF ThE ARTiST

PLANNINGTOROCK
all love’s legal
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Brooklyn based band Habibi, whose name means ‘my love’ in Arabic, are riding high off the buzz of 
their amazing self-titled album which came out on Burger Records earlier this year. With trippy sweet 

vocals and fuzzy guitars laced over raw pounding drums, you’ll find yourself wanting to shimmy 
shimmy shake and head bang at the same time. This is the first musical outing for lead singer and 

songwriter Rahill Jamalifard, who is heavily influenced by classic Iranian psychedelic music and 
poetry, along with her Detroit upbringing. (and, hey, half the Habibi ladies grew up in NYC, the others 
in Detroit. So thems a bunch of tough broads.) When I chatted with Rahill and drummer Karen Isabel 
the group was preparing for a summer filled with shows and laughter and an exciting fall tour with 

mainstays Shonen Knife.

WORdS By MELOdy BERGER

PhOTOS By iKuE yOShidA

moTown meeTs The middle easT

habibi
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doctor’ kind of attitude. It’s so cool to have this badass Iranian 
girl who likes punk.

Tell me abouT Your songwriTing process.

K: Rahill writes the lyrics and comes up with the tunes in her 
head. Then she calls up us girls and we create our parts.

R: Karen’s like, oh, yeah, I can hear drums.

i hear Them everYwhere!  i love 
Your drums. TheY’re verY caveman 
ThumpY.

K: When we started out thinking about drums 
that was always kind of what we wanted to do, 
you know, very Moe Tucker, minimal.  I’d been 
playing in hardcore bands my whole life before 
this so it was kind of a nice change of pace.

R: And she has a very cool innate style of going 
for tribal. Very minimal but very interesting.

how long have You been plaYing drums, karen?

K: Since I was 17, I’m 27 now. I used to do construction at this 
place that was being built into a record store and they were 
building a recording studio downstairs. The woman never really 
paid us but she had a drumset and said we could use it. Then she 
decided she wanted to start an all girl misfits cover band, and 
handed me a CD and said learn how to play that.  And that’s how 
I started playing drums.

R: And your mom’s boyfriend played drums?

Tom Tom magazine:  i keep on reading  
arTicles ThaT refer To habibi as an all  
girl punk rock band. iT’s bizarre,  
i’m like have You heard Them? You’re  
acTuallY more surfer 60s girl band, preTTY 
mellow. maYbe TheY jusT hook on To some  
rebellious aesTheTic of The group?

Rahill Jamalifard: Our attitude is pretty punk. I 
mean, Karen is punk. She grew up a New York 
City punk kid, through and through. Don’t let 
the cardigan fool you.  So, I think it’s maybe the 
attitude.  But on record, in terms of the songs…

Karen Isabel:  On record we’re not punk.

R: Yeah, on record it doesn’t make sense.

K: The most punk rock song on the album is the 
Tomboy song…

R: And that sounds like a Blondie song.

rahill, Your visual arT reminds me of 
marjane saTrapi (auThor of graphic nov-
el persopolis). There’s obviouslY The 
middle easTern connecTion, buT You also 
boTh have This kind of edge, and Young, 
feminine vibe.

R: That’s rad, I’m glad that it translates like that. When I found 
out about her I was just like, that’s so cool. I don’t identify all 
that much artistically, or even just as an individual, with many 
people from Iran because they have this whole ‘my brother’s a 
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K: Yeah, my first stepfather played drums 
in the Victims. I kind of grew up with him 
on tour a lot, and I looked up to him so 
I wanted to be a drummer too. Also, I’m 
Puerto Rican so we’re really big into the 
whole tribal rhythm thing.

You’ve onlY had one Tempo-
rarY lineup change in The 
Three Years You’ve been 
TogeTher. ThaT’s amazing.

R: We’re really lucky. A lot of bands aren’t 
fortunate enough to have it be this con-
sistent. For the album a few of the songs 
have two guitars, so because of that we’re 
looking to expand. We’re not sure who’s 
going to become the fifth member and  
it’s really hard because we’re so sisterly at 
this point.

K: We’re also four really strong personali-
ties, and we’ve managed to somehow work 
together.  And now  to bring in a fifth one… 
they’re kind of walking into a gang.

R: Ha! Yeah, a gang, a straight up gang. I 
think we’re really kind of intimidating. So 
now I get why people say we’re so lucky. 
It’s really hard to find this perfect mix. I 
wouldn’t say any of us are perfect but we 
work together perfectly.

well, ThaT could bring 
us To The ineviTable girl 

band quesTion.  or The 
‘whaT’s iT like being a 
man in rock’ quesTion…

R: Ha! Exactly.

K: The last time we did a radio interview 
we were hanging out with our friend Al-
lison (Busch), she plays drums in Call of 
the Wild, and she said, ‘Does anyone ever 
ask Animal how it feels to be a puppet 
drummer? No, he’s just a drummer!’

i love Your song ‘TomboY’ 
and ThaT You all idenTifY 
as TomboYs. do You Think 
iT’s a rebellious gender 
caTegorY or does iT rei-
fY Things? You know, This 
liTTle girl doesn’T fiT inTo 
The gender binarY, buT one 
daY ‘The TomboY grows up!’

R: Like the ugly duckling who is suddenly 
a swan!

whY can’T The TomboY grow-
ing up jusT be me in mY 
boxers waTching a movie 
and eaTing chips?

K: You know as a girl when you grow 
you’re told to cross your legs and don’t 
talk to too many boys, that kind of thing. 
When you’re a tomboy you’re going to 

do whatever the hell you want. We’re all 
definitely that way.

R: I was my dad’s first kid… he definitely 
wanted a boy. So, I played sports and was 
super athletic. I was also really ostracized 
as a Middle Eastern girl at school.  I was 
like, alright, I don’t identify with chicks. 
These girls are weird, they all get to shave 
their legs, and I have a mustache.  I’ll never 
forget this story: in elementary school this 
kid Tim, who had been held back a couple 
of years and was just huge, was making all 
the girls cry during dodge ball. John Folino 
shouted out, ‘Hey, Timmy, I swear I’m gonna 
beat you up if you hit another girl, even 
Rahill!’ That was fucking 4th grade for me. 
And I was like, fuck, I’m not a girl?? And 
then I sort of embraced it because I was 
like, I don’t want to be like them.  But I’m 
girlie too… it’s like what you’re saying, 
it isn’t like, ‘I was a tomboy, but now I’m 
this beautiful woman!’ I was born with 
dirt underneath my nails. I’m far from 
perfect, and if that’s your idea of woman-
hood then I’m the farthest from it.

K: Yeah, being ladylike. What’s that about? 
I used to get shit for it all the time. I’d go 
to shows and get into fights with guys. And 
girls next to me would be like, ‘What are 
you doing? Why’d you punch him? You 
don’t do that, you don’t hit people.’ And 
it’s like, what’s the point of being at a punk 
show if you can’t hit somebody?
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fake iT ‘Til You make iT



Tom Tom magazine: Take us back To 
ThaT momenT when You audiTioned for 
kellY osbourne’s band. This is such a 
breakThrough momenT for You.  did You 
have anY idea whaT You were walking inTo?

I had no idea what I was walking into. 
I moved to Los Angeles from a small 
town in Michigan and had never been 
on an audition before. I got a voice 
message saying that Kelly was looking 
for a female drummer to replace her 
current drummer. I just remember 
running out to Amoeba Records to buy 
her single and I stayed up all night 
going over the song a million times. My 
audition was after work the very next 
day. I was working in a restaurant and 
went to the audition straight after—in 
the same clothes that I had worked 
in!  It wasn’t like a Denny’s uniform or 
anything, I had normal clothes on but, 
still. I was a clueless 22-year old.
 
was There a loT of 
pressure To perform wiTh 
all The cameras around 
You?  

An MTV camera crew was filming for 
The Osbournes from the time i met 
Kelly, which was very stressful but it 
was at that moment where I was like, 
‘Okay, this is it. This is how it works 
here. Just get it together.’ It was at that 
moment that I knew I had just stepped 
into a new world and had to act as if I knew what I was doing. 
All of those years spent practicing along to tapes and videos, 
touring around the country as a teenager, sleeping in cold vans 
or on stranger’s floors —it  was the moment that i had been 
practicing for my whole life. 
 
i would imagine ThaT geTTing hired for 
a sTeadY gig would be a greaT Thing 
afTer being in a place of hardship for a 
while.  whaT did You Take awaY from ThaT 
experience?

I learned a lot about the music game during that time. I learned 
that it is very much a business and there is so much more to it 

than just being a good drummer. But, the number one thing I 
learned was—to always retain humility. I went from having no 
money, sleeping in my car and on the floor of a band rehearsal 
space, to being on television, playing arenas, staying in 5-star 
hotels and traveling around the world. In the words of the great 
Dusty Rhodes, “I’ve wined and dined with kings & queens and 

I’ve slept in alleys and dined on pork & 
beans.”
 
This was also Your firsT 
opporTuniTY To go ouT on 
a major Tour. was ThaT 
a biT of a whirlwind for 
You?

Absolutely! The very first show that i did 
with Kelly was in front of 17,000 people, 
followed by TV appearances on Regis 
& Kelly, Mad TV, Tonight Show w/ Jay 
Leno, Top of the Pops UK ... all within 
the first couple of weeks of working with 
her.

Your exposure To plaYing 
various genres runs The 
gamuT from meTal, punk To 
elecTro-pop. how has This 
allowed You To evolve 
over Time as a musician?
 
Playing different genres pushes you to 
be a better musician and songwriter. You 
constantly have to change the way you 
think and the way you approach a song. 
I’ve always listened to everything from 
Riot Grrl to Country to Hip-Hop to Death 

Metal so it only makes sense to me that I would be comfortable 
working across the genres.

whaT drew You To The drum kiT originallY?  

I started on guitar when I was 10 years old and that was cool, 
until the day I walked into my grandparent’s basement and there 
was my Uncle Kevin’s drum set. It was the most glorious sight 
I had ever seen—in all 10 years of life, ha! It was a 16-piece, 
stainless steel, 1970s Ludwig kit with 26” double bass drums. 
Uncle Kevin was an ’80s rocker complete with spandex and big 
hair so, naturally, he had the drums sitting atop a homemade 
drum riser with fog, a PA system and concert lighting in the 
basement. I fell in love immediately.
 

‘I went from 
having no money, 
sleeping in my 
car and on the 
floor of a band 
rehearsal space 
to being on 
television, playing 
arenas, staying in 
5-star hotels and 
traveling around 
the world.’

With her car packed to the brim and only $700 in her wallet, Michigan-native Alicia Warrington 
set out to Los Angeles to join a rock band on a fast track to success. But when that band 

never materialized, Alicia quickly found herself in a tough spot. Homeless and working a small 
waitressing gig to get her back on her feet, Alicia had a chance conversation with a co-worker 
that led her to an audition for Kelly Osbourne’s band. Hours later she was hired and this game 

changing moment began to open doors far and wide for Alicia including her most recent—
landing the job behind the kit of British singer-songwriter Kate Nash to round out her Girl Talk 

tour. We were excited to sit for a chat with the vibrantly beautiful Alicia Warrington. 
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upcoming arTisTs enTering The scene.  
is There anYThing ThaT You do To 
mainTain Your arTisTic inTegriTY? whaT’s  
imporTanT for You To do in order To 
leave Your arTisTic sTamp?

I don’t think about that at all, actually. I just keep doing what I 
do, being myself, and being the musician that I am. I’m not in a 
competition. At this age, i’m confident in who i am as a person 
and as a musician. I’m not taking every gig that comes my way 
just to have a paycheck. I’ve turned down jobs that required me 
to wear slutty outfits on stage or tried to “dumb-down the girl” 
in the band. 
 

in Your opinion, whY 
do You Think people 
feel so drawn To The 
female drummer?  is 
iT The juxTaposiTion 
of The femininiTY and 
The acT of hiTTing 
ouT a beaT? or is iT 
someThing else?

There are a lot more females 
drummers now than when I was 
growing up, but males are still 
dominating the bigger gigs 
and have the higher profiles. 
Women musicians don’t get the 
media coverage that our male 
counterparts do. There is still a 
sexist attitude when it comes to 
female drummers. Just the other 
night, I played a show with Kate 
Nash and one of the local stage 
crew came up to me and said, 
‘Wow, you’re a great drummer.  
I really enjoyed watching you  
play. You really put on a good 
show.’ but then, that was 
followed by, ‘You weren’t trying 
to play like a guy or anything.  
I hate when girls try to play like 
guys.’ It made me think, ‘what 
the hell does that mean? Why 
couldn’t he have stopped with 
the first part of his comment?’ 
Compliments always seem to end 
with some sort of comparison to  
a guy drummer. 

 
To your original question, I’m not sure if it’s the fact that people 
think drumming is so physical and often aggressive, that it’s too 
much for a girl? Girls are “supposed” to be proper and not get so 
sweaty and be so aggressive on stage. I don’t know but the whole 
thing annoys me.
 
is There anY advice ThaT You received in 
Your career ThaT You found helpful ThaT 
You could share wiTh our readers? 

The only thing you can do—is you. Create your own style and 
define yourself. Oh, and don’t be an asshole.

ThaT is amazing! i appreciaTe ThaT so 
much having grown up lisTening To hair 
meTal bands. so aT whaT age did You 
learn how To plaY?  did You have formal 
lessons or did You Teach Yourself?

I took guitar lessons for four years but I am a self-taught 
drummer. My first experience in drumming was playing along 
to Kevin’s tapes of Dokken, Bullet Boys, Queensryche and other 
’80s metal. My first two songs learned were ‘hard as a Rock’ and 
‘Smooth Up in Ya’ by Bullet Boys. You know, songs that every 11 
year old girl should be learning. 

ha! You’re mY hero!  and You are on Tour 
wiTh kaTe nash!  how 
did This opporTuniTY 
come Your waY?

Yes, I am currently on tour with 
Kate Nash and loving every 
second. I’ve always respected 
her as a songwriter and followed 
what she was up to.  Meeting and 
working with her has only made 
me a bigger fan. She and her crew 
are lovely, and so far we’ve had a 
hilarious time in our travels. 

I was living in Michigan during 
2013 and while moving back 
to Los Angeles—literally, while 
driving back—my drummer 
friend, Samantha Maloney, told 
me that Kate was looking for a 
replacement drummer to finish 
up her u.S. dates. i pulled off the 
road to the nearest Starbucks to 
use their internet and sent Kate 
my resume. A few days later I met 
with Kate in L.A. The two of us 
just sat for about an hour, talking, 
laughing and cracking each other 
up basically. We kind of clicked 
right away and that was that. We 
just did the Coachella festival 
and we’ve had some U.S. dates 
surrounding that. We will also be 
playing Lollapalooza this summer 
with shows around that as well.
 
Touring can be reallY 
fun, buT iT can also be preTTY draining.  
how do You sTaY healThY and fiT during 
Your Time ouT on The road?

I try to make healthy food choices everyday but Kate gives away 
candy to people that wear pink at her shows and the candy bag 
always seems to end up seated next to me in the van. Aside from 
that, I’m pretty health-conscious. I don’t drink alcohol or do 
anything too “Rock n Roll” crazy. I try to stick with a vegetarian/
vegan diet on tour.

in The music business iT’s someTimes 
difficulT To sTaY relevanT wiTh so manY  
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fay from savages
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Tom Tom magazine: can You Tell me whaT 
You Think abouT when You’re drumming?

Fay Milton: Literally what I think about when I’m drumming? 
Oh, it’s hilarious. it’s like a Woody Allen monologue sometimes. 
It’s better to not be thinking about anything though. It’s only if I 
drink too much coffee before a show that the paranoia starts.

What I’m thinking when I’m writing drum parts though—I’m 
usually trying to combine things that don’t go together. I take 
inspiration from music that is completely different to Savages’ 
music and hammer it into a new shape. It doesn’t always work, 
but it’s the kind of mathematics of it that I like. When I’m making 
new drum patterns, I like to play along to music with drum 
machines usually rather than actual drummers. I like how drum-
machine-based patterns progress, long sections of repetition, 
then maybe adding a new element one at a time, the stops and 
drops. I’m constantly looking for the little details that give a 
drum pattern its energy and spirit. you can find examples from 
every genre of music. 

whaT made You fall in love wiTh The drums 
and pursue being a drummer? 

I started when I was 8 years old, and it was basically because 
my best friend Lucy decided to play the drums, so I did too. It’s 
funny, at that age you can make small decisions based on very 

little, that turn out to be completely life-forming. Me and Lucy 
loved playing the drums partly because it was a bit ridiculous, 
we were both really tiny girls and it just seemed so funny to be 
playing something that was usually the territory of big hairy 
men. We both learned percussion together from eight until 
eighteen. We were learning the snare drum, xylophone and 
timpani mainly. Our real hit was a xylophone duet that we used 
to play together on our matching xylophones called ‘The Two 
Imps’. It was so cool.

whaT was Your firsT experience plaYing 
wiTh oTher people? whaT oTher kinds of 
band experiences have You had? 

I played in all sorts of groups as a kid, but never a rock band. 
I played percussion in a wind band and an orchestra too. We 
played all sorts of music, from Leonard Bernstein to Tchaikovsky 
to Disney classics. There were about 50-75 young people in the 
band and it was amazing to all work together and share the 
music with each other. I also played in a percussion group, and 
we would play some super avant-garde pieces sometimes,  
I remember one piece where we set up a dinner table on stage 
and played wine glasses and spun plates on the floor. i loved 
that piece. We would have been about thirteen at the time, I 
don’t think the audience of parents at the Bromley Youth Music 
Centre were really ready for that. I’ve also played in a samba 
band, and a gamelan orchestra. Playing music with other people 

Savages has been a band on the make since well before their explosive 2013 full-length debut with 
Matador, “Silence Yourself”. They released their first single in 2012, on frontwoman-powerhouse 
Jehnny Beth’s Label Pop Noire, to enormously enthusiastic audiences craving a new post-punk 

dream team. Since then, they’ve been touring non-stop, and this past year saw the band 
nominated for a Mercury Prize, with Silence Yourself making it to number 19 on the UK Album 

Charts. They’re an incredible live band, cool and gutsy with propulsive intensity—a tough, locked-
in gang of four badass women. We got to interview drummer Fay Milton about her influences, her 

internal monologue, and what it’s like to be in one of the most exciting bands going.
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is one of the greatest and most soulful ways to pass your time, 
I think everybody should do it. Not just people who consider 
themselves to be musicians. The first indie-music-world band i 
played in was with Adem, I played the vibraphone for him on his 
‘Takes’ tour. Then I played in a 2-piece called Psycho Delia vs The 
Ward with Dee Plume from Robots in Disguise, it was completely 
riot grrl and crazy fun. That was my first experience playing the 
drum kit in a band—it was only a few years ago. I also played 
in a completely mental band called Rex Nemo and the Psychick 
Selfdefenders. It was kind of krautrock performance art. When 
we started Savages, I didn’t have loads of experience playing the 
drumkit live so it was a lot of pressure to quite quickly have that 
level of confidence, but i guess i’d been playing cymbal crashes 
in the wrong place and dropping drumsticks since I was really 
young, so I wasn’t afraid to go for it.

savages ciTes films as some major influences, 
as well as music. whaT oTher culTural arTifacTs 
influence You as a musician?

A lot of my influences come from life and life situations. i think 
of a situation or feeling that I want to convey and then make 
some noise inspired by it. It’s quite primal really. Drums are like 
that. I think it makes more sense to intellectualize a guitar part 
or a lyric, but drums are based more on feeling movement, spirit 
and life. i’ll take a lot of influence directly from Jehnny’s lyrics to 
inspire what i am writing for a particular song, to find the spirit 
behind what is being said and then translate that into rhythm. 
whaT do You feel You bring To savages? 
whaT do Your bandmaTes each bring? 

We are all really different characters but after spending two years 
in each others pockets, I think we’ve become more similar. It 
will be interesting to write a new album now that we have many 
more shared experiences and influences. 

i’ve read ThaT You grew up lisTening To a 
range of Things, from uk garage To jungle 
and drum ‘n bass. whaT oTher musical 
sTYles do You see Yourself plaYing, or 
experimenTing wiTh in savages? 

As a teenager, I was just into dancing. Being from South London, 
that meant garage, then drum and bass, but also my real love 
was disco. At that point my way of finding new music was 
through pirate radio and what DJs would play in the clubs that 
I’d go to. When you discover music in that way, it becomes 
relevant to your life and your life moulds itself to become 
relevant to the music. When the first time you hear a track is on 
the dance floor, then i think you use different criteria to decide 
whether you love it or hate it, when compared to hearing a track 
for the first time by yourself online for example, or at a live gig, 
or whilst smoking weed in your mate’s basement. The context 
in which you hear music is so vital to whether you think it’s 
awesome or rubbish. For me, it’s always just been about rhythm, 
about that little detail in the drum track or the vocal that makes 
people dance. Sometimes you can find the most incredible 
rhythm and energy in music that, judged by different criteria 
would seem like trash. When you hear music primarily as sound 
though, the idea of genre can become irrelevant. Now the main 
way I discover new music is through watching live shows, so 
music I’m into now much more relates to that live experience—
Swans for example and Bo Ningen. 

whaT kinds of reacTions do You geT as an 
all-female band? whaT moTivaTed The four 
of You To sTarT plaYing TogeTher, and did 
gender facTor inTo ThaT decision? 

I get ‘You’re a lot smaller than I thought you were’ … which is a 
fair call. To be honest I don’t generally hear people’s reactions as 

PhOTO OF SAVAGES FROM BRAziL LOLLAPALOOzA By hunTER BuRGAn
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being related to gender. I get a lot of female drummers coming 
to speak to me after the show. It’s always so nice to meet them, 
it’s like we share a secret together. 

I got really freaked out once when a woman said to me after the 
show that I looked like I was ‘crushing mens balls’ or something, 
I mean that’s just horrible! Playing the drums loud doesn’t mean 
that you hate men, it just doesn’t equate in any way! There is 
only love in my heart when I’m playing for everybody! The thing 
is, people only really come and say nice things after a show and 
compliments make me feel a bit awkward so i kind of turn off 
my brain receptors. They could be saying anything for all I know. 

When the band formed, it wasn’t intended to be an all-female 
band, it was Gemma and Ayse, they were looking for a male 
singer originally, then they hooked up with Jehn. Once it was three 
females, they thought it made sense to have a female drummer to 
complete the group, which is when they found me. The whole thing 
happened quite fast really, we had one trial rehearsal together and 
then our songs started coming together after that. 

does savages see iTself as a  
poliTical band?

I think politics and music can go hand in hand, but if you want 
to make a point, then you really have to commit yourself to it. I 
think we make a point by existing, but we are not a specifically 
political band.

whaT’s The weirdesT job You’ve had,  
in pursuiT of rock and roll?

i’ve done a million different jobs. Cleaner, gardener, barmaid, 
office worker, camera operator, editor, director, but they weren’t 
in the pursuit of rock and roll. Jobs were to eat, pay rent and 
buy loads of crap. My pursuit of rock and roll was more based 
around finding places to practice the drums. i’ve had my  
drums set up in all sorts of grotty basements and warehouses, 
playing in a huge dusty room lit only with one candle. I had my 
drums set up in a dilapidated toilet at one point. I’ve practiced 
when it’s been freezing cold, damp, dark. That was the pursuit. 
I’ve actually liked most of my jobs. My main job video directing 
and producing, i really loved. i was mainly filming live music 
and working with loads of bands that I loved and it was quite 
difficult to have to stop completely. i’m filming Bo ningen 
playing live in London. it’ll be the first thing i’ve filmed in over 
two years and I’m really looking forward to it. There’s a video  
I made with Caribou Vibration Ensemble that should be coming 
out soon. it took me two years to finish the edit because i was 
touring so much.

who’ve You been lisTening To?

Recently, non-stop wall-to-wall Sun Ra. Previous to this 
obsession in the last few months: Liars, Arthur Russell, 
Darkside, Black Sabbath, Queens of the Stone Age,  
John Maus, Nisennenmondai, King Krule, Mount Kimbie, 
Schlomo, ZZZs, Connan Mockasin, Leonard Bernstein,  
Julian Casablancas, Beethoven.

are There anY parTicular pieces of 
equipmenT ThaT You alwaYs bring To gigs, 
or do You mosTlY use backline?

i take the normal stuff to gigs when i’m flying, my cymbals, snare, 
kick peals and sticks. i use Promark Shira Kashi Oak sticks in 7A, 
they’re small but really hard so you can whack things really hard 
and they don’t break. I always have my big red water bottle with 
me on stage so i don’t waste too many plastic bottles. Refill not 
landfill, if you know what i mean. i also always have a ball of 
old Moongels stuck together with bits of dust and hair. It’s really 
gross. I always think I’ll get round to washing them and I never 
do. That’s about it really, my set up is pretty simple. 

savages goT nominaTed for The mercurY prize for 
Your debuT album. was ThaT exciTing? did You 
receive anY backlash from Your fans based on iTs 
commercialized message?

It was exciting to be nominated for a big award. It was nice to 
make my family proud and be able to have our album recognised 
by an award as well known as the Mercury Prize. I hated having 
to stand in front of a Barclays logo to have my picture taken 
though. In hindsight I would have just not done that part. With 
Savages we have managed to avoid being associated with brands 
that we don’t genuinely endorse, it’s tricky to keep watchful of 
that constantly. Our fans were happy for us being nominated, 
they know we’re not about being involved with lots of sponsors, 
they are good people. My main memory from the ceremony was 
just being really really hungry. We didn’t get anything to eat for 
hours. The after party was good though.

are There pressures of expecTaTion ThaT 
You and Your band are dealing wiTh?  
You had such a big Year lasT Year and 
such a greaT sTarT in Terms of hYpe  
and exposure. does ThaT make iT difficulT 
To wriTe new songs or does iT give You 
The confidence To pump Them ouT? 

It’s funny I haven’t heard the word ‘hype’ for a while, but that 
word was ringing in our ears night and day at one point. I 
think we’ve kind of cocooned ourselves enough from all of that 
nonsense. We’re coming out the other side of that whole thing 
more sane and healthy than we were at the start—so I’m not 
worried at all about writing. We’re all really looking forward to it. 
We all love our instruments. 

do You Think Your band can be seen  
as rebels? if so – whY?

I’m not sure if we are seen outwardly as rebels, but our most 
rebellious behaviour has been behind the scenes. It’s more about 
the things we have not done rather than the things we have. As a 
new band you’re flashed wads of cash by brands wanting to drain 
a sip of your young blood. you’re constantly offered exposure in 
return for your decency. People think you’re crazy when you turn 
down money and exposure.
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Gina Schock of  
the Go-Go’s

Tom Tom magazine: how did You sTarT 
plaYing drums?

Gina Schock: When I was 11 my brother had to babysit me so he 
took me to a concert. So, the first concert i ever went to in my 
life was in 1969 and it was Led Zeppelin opening for the Who. I 
had this epiphany. I hadn’t decided on what instrument I would 
play, but I knew I wanted to be up on that stage. Music moved 
me in a way that nothing else did, spoke to me in a language 
that I understood and made perfect sense to me. I think I got a 
bass first and took some lessons. And it was just too slow, be-
cause at that age you want to be way ahead of yourself anyway. 
Then I got a guitar and took lessons for several months, and that 
was just too slow. So I thought, ‘well, I’ll save up my money and 
try drums.’ And I bought a set of these Japanese drums called 
Lido Supremes that were blue sparkle, I’ll never forget them.

I would come home from school every day and play with my fa-
vorite records, which is sort of how I would start with guitar or 
bass, I’d play by ear and then take lessons, of course. With the 
drums I put the headphones on and I knew I would never have 
to take a single lesson because it felt very natural and comfort-
able. It wasn’t like I had to think about anything—it was just an 
easy flow. i knew that was what i was supposed to be playing. 

Badass drummer Gina Schock has delightfully retained her Baltimore accent, despite living in California 
for over 30 years. With her feisty attitude and forthright charm, it’s easy to see how she was a galvanizing 
force behind the success of girl super group The Go-Go’s. To date they are the only all women rock band to 
play their own instruments, write their own songs and have their debut album skyrocket to number one 
on the Billboard charts. Due to hard living and rock n roll drama, the band called it quits just a few years 

after making the big time. (only to reunite several years later) During the hiatus, Schock concentrated on 
songwriting because she found the idea of being a session drummer less than appealing. She had a solo 
record, House of Schock, on Capitol Records and has been an in demand song-writer for loads of people 

ever since, notably, Miley Cyrus and Selena Gomez. We had quite the rollicking conversation- Gina is super 
hilarious and full of rock star wisdom.

our dear girl gina  
from balTimore:

The drumsticks felt right in my hands and moving all four limbs 
at once just seemed simple and easy.

since You were originallY inspired bY a 
led zeppelin concerT i assume john bon-
ham is an influence?

Oh, yeah, John Bonham and Charlie Watts, for obvious reasons. 
They’re completely different, and that’s what i love about them. 
They’re the guys I looked up to when I was learning how to play 
drums. I’m also knocked out by Dave Grohl, he knocks my brain 
right out of my head. And I just watched Black Sabbath at the 
Hollywood Bowl. That dude Tommy (Clufetos) is so badass, my 
jaw was on the ground. Usually when a drummer takes a solo, is 
when I go to the bathroom or get a drink or something, but this 
guy is incredible.

ThaT’s funnY, being a drummer i would 
expecT You To be like, ‘more drum  
solos!!’

Nah. I’m the kind of drummer, I just play whatever the song 
requires. I’ve never thought about drums in that way. Drums are 
just part of the overall sound of a song to me.
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how did You move To l.a. and join The 
go-go’s?

I played in a band with this actress Edith Massey and she was 
in John Waters’ films—our dear boy John from Baltimore. She 
asked me to be in her little punk band and I did that. I was 21 
I think. So I got to go to New York and play at CBGB’s and all 
that and we went to L.A. and San Francisco and Philly. And 
when I came back I thought, ‘this is it, I need to get out of here. 
Nothing else matters to me except playing in a band.’ So, I left 
Baltimore in my dad’s pickup truck with a friend of mine from 
school, $2,000, and two grams of cocaine.

When I got to L.A. I put my name up in Guitar Center saying I 
was a girl drummer, and my influences and all that, and i got 
into two bands right away, of course. I was living with this guy, 
Steve Martin (not the Steve Martin) and he told me, ‘Gina, 
there’s this band called the Go-Go’s. 
You need to kick their drummer out 
and join that band. You’re going to 
make them great.’

I went to see them play. They had just 
been together six months, so they came 
out and played two songs, and then 
they came out and played one of the 
songs again. They were having so much 
fun, and there was something about 
them, man, that struck a chord in me. 
So, I had a couple of them over the 
house. I had my drums set up in the liv-
ing room and a couple of guitar amps 
and a PA system. They were really 
knocked out at the whole setup which 
is so funny. I played a couple of songs 
with them, and the next day they fired 
their drummer and I quit the two bands 
I was in and I joined the Go-Go’s.

You were preTTY much 
driven from The age of 11, and when You 
joined The go-gos You sTarTed driving 
Things for Them boTh rhYThmicallY and 
goal wise. whaT was ThaT like?

Jane (Wiedlan) had just picked her instrument up. Belinda 
(Carlisle) played drums in the band the Germs, but she decided 
to be the lead singer, so that was new to her. And Charlotte 
(Caffey) the guitar player had been in a couple of bands so she 
actually did know how to play guitar pretty decently. Margo 
(Olavarria), the original bass player, had just picked up her 
bass. I, on the other hand, had come from Baltimore playing in 
clubs where I was playing four sets a night. 

My work ethic was completely different than these guys—i had 
come to L.A. to make my mark. They were just kind of doing 
it for fun. I think I injected this more professional attitude to-
wards making music, and they liked that. Instead of rehearsing 
two times a month i said we have to rehearse five times a week. 
They got on board with that, thank god, because they were all 
really talented but it’s all about practice.

Before we knew it we started to get a real following. Because we 
worked!  Everybody got serious about doing it. And we started 
to get better and better, the songs were getting better and bet-
ter—the harmonies. There was this tremendous upward swing, 
and that’s contagious. It was really an incredible time.

You know what was so cool about it was, it was very organic. We 
just came together and just pushed, and pushed, and pushed—
and that’s how it happened for us. We believed we were going to 
be huge, which is great about being that age. When you actually 
believe that your dreams come true, if you work hard enough. I 
love it, being that age is so fantastic because anything is possi-
ble. I still feel that way! I’ve been so lucky, my whole life coming 
from a working class family in Baltimore and leaving and driving 
to L.A. When I left town I said ‘next time you see me I’ll be a big 
rock star.’ How fucking cracked is that? When you’re that age 
you say it and you believe it! You don’t think for a minute that it 

can’t really happen, that the odds are so 
stacked against you that you have to be 
cracked to really think that.

man, swagger To The hilT!

Mmhmm, it goes a long way!

The rooTs for The go-gos 
were punk and  Y’all were 
These crazY parTY animals 
wiTh wholesome girl nexT 
door personas. i’d like 
To Talk abouT ThaT a biT.

When we went to make our first record 
our producer Richard Gottehrer was 
like, ‘well, the first thing you’ve gotta do 
is slow everything down so I can really 
hear the melodies and understand what 
Belinda is saying.’ We would play an 
hour set in half an hour, that’s how fuck-
ing fast I would play. I was so pumped 

up and crazed. The record company came up with the PR for 
the band: ‘America’s Sweethearts.’ Meanwhile we were just 
these kids from the punk scene in LA, and we played that way! 
Oddly enough, if you come and see us play now, you’re going 
to get that. On the records we were a little sugarcoated. When 
we play live it’s really not like that at all, it’s raw and driven. 
You’re going to see that right away. That was a façade, a thing 
they wanted us to do for the general public because it’s easier to 
consume little pop princesses instead of these punk rebel girls. 
Especially in the early ’80s.They were just trying any angle they 
could to sell records, and I totally get that. Because they didn’t 
want to sign us anyway! No one knew what to do with a girl act 
that was hugely successful, that wrote our own songs and played 
our own instruments.

even afTer Your breakouT hiT of ‘we goT The 
beaT’ record companies sTill openlY would noT 
sign You because You were women!

There was no Wizard of Oz scenario there, no one behind the 
curtain. 

I left Baltimore 
in my dad’s pickup 
truck with a 
friend of mine 
from school, 
$2,000, and two 
grams of cocaine.
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going back To The disconnecT wiTh Your media 
personas, i guess iT was also a differenT Time 
where You could do ThaT?

Absolutely, completely different! no cell phones, man! i feel 
sorry for kids coming up in the business these days, I mean, 
Jesus Christ. They can’t do a goddamn thing without being 
followed or tortured by the paparazzi, or just someone walking 
down the street taking a picture of them. We talk about this in 
the band all the time. If that technology had been available back 
in our heyday we would have been in jail many many times. We 
were just like the guy bands, we did everything they did and 
then some. If you got in a room with us, guys would be so in-
timidated because we were like this five-headed monster. it was 
like the girls club. us five against the world. We were putting 
our gloves on every day ready to go.

Y’all are reallY role models and have 
paved The waY for oTher women groups.

But where are the next Go-Go’s? That’s 
what I want to know. We talk about 
this in the band all the time, it’s really 
fucking weird that all these years later 
there’s no all-female band that has done 
what we’ve done. Who really knows 
why. But the biggest and the best com-
pliment ever is to know that someone 
picked up an instrument or learned to 
write songs because of one of the girls in 
the Go-Go’s.

we cover so manY amazing all-
girl bands, buT You’re righT, 
none have been number one on 
The charTs for six sTraighT weeks wiTh Their 
breakouT album.

i want to find that next band and produce them! 

i ThoughT iT was so funnY when i waTched The 
behind The scenes cenTral park videos where 
Y’all were joking abouT how, ‘iT’s amazing ThaT 
we’re noT dead.’ and Then i waTched The vh1 
behind The music special and i ThoughT, ‘holY 
shiT! iT reallY is amazing ThaT TheY’re noT 
dead!’

It’s true, we’ve all done our share of drugs and we’ve done 
some very stupid things while on drugs. Like all of us taking 
hits of acid and driving from San Francisco to L.A. on Route 1 
in a huge horrible rainstorm. I mean, you can barely drive that 
straight! And we made it to L.A., I mean, we should be dead! 
That’s just one example over a 30 year period where we should 
have been dead so many times. I’m sure any band you talk to is 
going to give you some war stories like that. That’s just the way 
it goes when you’re starting out. You do whatever you have to 
do. And you do it on a shoestring budget.

You had To Take some Time off To have 
surgerY for a congeniTal hearT defecT. 

can You Tell me abouT ThaT?

Yeah, that was a really weird thing. It was ‘83 or something and 
we had just finished the Talk Show record in England and were 
getting ready to go on tour for like a year. Before we went on 
a big tour like that we all had to get physicals to make it cool 
with the insurance companies. I got a physical and the initial 
findings were that i had a heart murmur, and then they did 
some more tests, and i had to wear this monitor. One day we’re 
rehearsing and I get a call from my doctor saying ‘I need you to 
come in, I want to talk to you about the results.’ I immediately 
just withered and fell to the ground. So we stopped what we 
were doing and we all drove over. He pulled out a plastic model 
of a heart and I got out-of-control. A woman came in and gave 
me a shot of liquid valium because I was so hysterical. Then he 
brought the girls into the room and he told them I had a hole 
in my heart and that I was going to have it operated on, and 
they all got hysterical. I decided to have the heart surgery in the 
next couple of weeks. And then what did we do? We rented a 
Cadillac, an Eldorado Convertible and I think a Convertible Jag 

and we go to Palm Springs for a week 
or two and take a bunch of drugs. The 
only drugs I’m allowed to do are valium 
and pot because I can’t do coke because 
I have a hole in my heart. That was the 
mentality you’re dealing with, just fuck-
ing nuts! So we go out there and have 
our last big hurrah, and then I came back 
and had the heart surgery. It was a con-
genital defect, it had nothing to do with 
my partying. They went in, they sewed 
the hole up and that was it! I went out 
on tour a couple of months later.

once The go-go’s goT fa-
mous You losT some of Your ‘us vs Them’ 
solidariTY. do You have anY advice for 
Young bands on how To sTaY sTrong?

I do! My advice for young bands, I’ll say it, not that anyone’s go-
ing to do it: keep yourself in check with the drugs. I can count 
on one hand the amount of people I know who have not been 
in rehab in this business. We all have scars. But I wouldn’t trade 
any of it in, because everything I’ve done adds up to the person 
I am right now and it’s all good.

Also, if you’re a band, remember that it is you guys against 
everyone else. Record companies are not your friends. They’re 
there to take advantage of you and make a lot of money off of 
you. And they don’t give a fuck where you end up in five years 
or ten years. It’s all about money. You need to know that going 
into this, and if you don’t you, need to wise up really quickly. 
What you do is your art, but it’s just another commodity for 
other people out in the world. I would also tell any group that is 
a band: always, always, always split everything equally. Because 
if you do, your band will stay together a whole lot longer.

There were several inTernal lawsuiTs over The 
course of The go-gos hisTorY, and one of Them 
was broughT up bY You and You’re sTill in The 
band! ThaT boggled mY mind.

We were just like 
the guy bands,  
we did everything 
they did and then 
some.
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You’ve gotta do what’s right and what’s fair. If someone in my 
band is screwing me, then I’m going to deal with it, that’s just 
how it goes. There are some management companies I know 
that will not work with a band—a band, not an artist—unless 
they split things equally. 

no maTTer who’s wriTing.

It doesn’t matter! Because it is that band, that sound, and each 
individual part that makes it so successful. Bono would never be 
who he is if he didn’t have those three 
guys in back of him. It’s just the way it 
is, man. I’d rather see the Police than 
Sting, and I love Sting! I think he’s 
great, a really nice guy and incredibly 
talented man, but I’d rather see the 
Police than Sting because they’re fuck-
ing great!

how perfecT ThaT You 
broughT up The police. 
afTer p diddY forgoT To 
geT permission To sam-
ple The guiTar riff from 
‘everY breaTh You Take’ 
sTing sued him and now 
geTs 100% of The roY-
alTies for ThaT song. 
buT he didn’T plaY ThaT 
riff! he makes someThing 
like $2,000 a daY off of 
a parT he didn’T plaY.

Probably because he wrote the song. 
He wrote the melody that Andy then 
riffed on. honestly, if you want to do 
the right thing just split it all equally. 
Don’t be foolish. Because it will come 
back to bite you in the ass eventually.

With the Go-Go’s stuff and the song-
writing, I was really bitter for several 
years and then I got over it!  I was 
like, okay, whatever, I’m just grateful 
to be in this band. 

being in a band is an 
incrediblY complicaTed 
relaTionship. iT’s kind 
of like being in a marriage wiTh four 
people.

Tell me about it!

and when You’re looking aT a span of 
over 30 Years i can see how There would 
be some rockY Years, and Then You’re 
back To The golden age again.

It certainly has been like a marriage. This relationship with the 
Go-Go’s has lasted longer than any personal relationship I’ve 

ever had in my life. And everyone else in the band would have 
to say that. This is the longest relationship any one of us has 
ever had. That being said, respect it and do the right thing. 

whaT’s coming up for You?

We tour for about eight weeks every summer so we’re getting 
ready for that. And on June 21st we’re being inducted into the 
Hollywood Bowl Hall of Fame with the L.A. Philharmonic back-
ing us up on like four songs!

wow!

And next year is going to be really big 
because we’re going to have a musical 
on Broadway! it will start off at the 
Oregon Shakespeare Festival, which is 
apparently a really prestigious place to 
get your play or musical started. And 
we’ve got some super badass people 
attached. Jeff Whitty, who won a Tony 
for Avenue Q, is writing the script, 
and Ed Sylvanus Iskandar is directing 
it. Gwyneth Paltrow is producing it 
along with Donovan Leitch and Rick 
Ferrari.

how cool!  will iT be 
like mama mia where TheY 
jusT use Your songs  
and have a compleTelY 
differenT ploT?

yeah, it’s something completely differ-
ent. What’s going to be the star of this 
musical is not any individual who’s 
playing in it, but actually the music. 
So, I’m pretty excited about all this 
stuff!

i’m exciTed Too!

Oh! And i met with Linda Perry (of 4 
Non Blondes) a couple of months ago. 
The four of us are going to sit down 
with her to talk about writing and 
producing three or four new Go-Go’s 
songs. That’s a really exciting prospect 
because she’s such a badass. I mean, 

could it be any better? She said exactly what I wanted to hear: 
‘Gina, I’m not interested in coming in and making a change to 
the sound of this band. What I want to do is make a classic Go-
Go’s record.’ And I was like, ‘fuck yeah!’ It’s always a drag when 
a big name producer comes in and takes a band that’s been 
around for a while and tries to give it some new hip sound. It al-
ways sounds stupid and not right. She’s obviously a smart girl. A 
recording is way overdue and it couldn’t be with a better person 
at the helm. So, i’m keeping my fingers crossed that the chemis-
try is right, because you can’t predict that shit. But it sounds like 
the perfect match. There’s just so many wonderful things going 
on, I’m kind of blown away!

‘If you’re a band, 
remember that it 
is you guys against 
everyone else. 
Record companies 
are not your 
friends. They’re 
there to take 
advantage of you 
and make a lot of 
money off of you. 
And they don’t give 
a fuck where you 
end up in five years 
or ten years.’
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all abouT The music

It’s 2014 and the band I’m writing about has no music on the internet. I can 
wrangle up some videos shot by amazed fans with shocked and trembling hands, 
but the audio is blown out (and for good reason). There’s plenty of photographs 

of their heads craned back and guitars pointed to the sky. The arc of the rock 
star. But there is no recorded music.

One reason for this phenomenon is that the band only began playing 6 months 
ago, but the other is way more magical. They don’t have an agenda. This is a 

band that was born out of playing music, and is living for exactly that. No bells, 
no whistles. Just pure love of the game.

 By Jd SAMSOn
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band has the utmost respect and love for 
their bandmates, and this is clear from the 
moment they walk on stage.

Shelley explains her feelings about the 
rest of the women, “I already knew that 
I respected and liked all three folks as 
dear friends, so I suppose that was a good 
jumping in point. You spend a lot of time 
with band members, and rely on them for 
the important emotional stuff like creative 
custodianship, as well as the mundane 
things like being able to schedule rehears-
als and showing up for gigs on time. So, 

knowing that these were my dear friends 
certainly helps in both of those arenas. 
Plus, I am a huge fan of all three of them 
and I feel super honored to get to share 
this musical journey with them. I happen 
to love their individual music and musical 
sensibilities. I had a strong suspicion we 
would have fun playing together, and that 
was correct.”

After spending most of her life as an 
‘improvisational singer and percussionist’ 
in her own project as well as touring with 
other artists such as Laura Nyro, Mavis 

Vicki Randle, bass player for Skip The 
Needle, explains the philosophy: “One of 
the things I love most about this band is 
that what we’re doing is totally honest, 
totally about the music. We’re not selling 
a look, or a sexy chick, or dude, or at-
titude. We are four strong women, who 
accept that as a matter of fact, and play 
hard, and believe, and respect the power 
and depth of that experience. We’re not 
trying to convince anybody. We’re just 
offering what we have musically, and 
rocking it as hard as we can, because it 
just feels so good. It seems to be resonat-
ing with our audiences and I think it’s 
possible that its time has come”.

Skip the Needle is made up of four 
incredibly talented musicians (and front 
women) that I have been lucky enough 
to discover through the Women’s Music 
scene. Vicki Randle on bass guitar, Shel-
ley Doty and Katie Colpitts on guitar, and 
Kofy Brown on the drums make up this 
incredible foursome. These identifica-
tions don’t lend themselves to the whole 
process of the project, though, as it has 
been common for one person to write on 
a different instrument and then perform 
another one live. Each of these women 
are multi-instrumentalists, they breathe 
music, and it is a beautiful thing to 
experience.

Vicki Randle recently moved to Oakland 
from Los Angeles after 20 years of being 
the first (and only) female member of 
the Tonight Show Band, predominantly 
playing percussion. She was interested in 
playing music again, and ‘moving back to 
Oakland was the first step in trying to re-
claim (her) musical sense of exploration, 
innovation and fun.’ She knew Shelley 
Doty, and Kofy Brown from their other 
projects, and decided to start jamming 
with them. In the meantime, Katy and 
Shelley had a similar conversation, and 
soon enough the four found their way 
into Kofy’s practice room, and the rest 
is history. They started by playing under 
the name KVSK, and finally settled on 
Skip The Needle.

The project’s effortless slide between 
funk, soul, and rock flows just as eas-
ily as the lead vocals movement from 
member to member as the set moves 
along. The music is hard, and loud and 
intentional, but it is certainly not angry. 
The democracy is captivating, and some-
how contagious. Each member of the 

LiVE PhOTOS: nEiL MOTTERAM
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Staples and Carol Pope, Vicki is happy to 
fit into the bass position in this project, 
“What I love about playing bass is how 
vital and basic it is to music—it puts me 
inside the songs in a deeper way. Com-
mitting myself to a less familiar instru-
ment has meant learning and practicing 
and rudiments, bringing me back to the 
same kind of discovery that I loved when 
I was a kid.”

This idea of trying something new is im-
perative to the project’s vulnerability, and 
restless experimentation. Kofy Brown, of 
her own solo project, as well as Sistas In 
The Pit (also with Shelley Doty), is play-
ing a new instrument this time around:

“The drums feel like me as a kid, my 
younger self. I think it would have 
been fun to play the drums when I was 
younger, but I was too intimidated by 
the instrument and what I thought it 
meant to be a drummer. I am older now 
and more patient and understand and 
appreciate the simplicity of keeping the 
pocket. Emotionally I am ready for the 
drums. It’s the passionate, wild and ram-
bunctious, but calm and steady part of 
my personality that I can present.  I now 
know how to emote with more depth 
and range than I used to. I most enjoy 
the physical nature of drumming, it’s a 
good challenge and it is definitely one of 
the only instruments that I play that will 
make me laugh at myself out loud. It’s 
funny ‘cause I have definitely made my-
self cry on the keys and bass, but never 
laugh. On the drums I laugh out loud all 
the time. I simply love it!”

Shelley Doty and Katie Colpitts (of 
Dolorata) share the guitar duty in this 
project, but it’s their collaborative energy 
that pushes this band up and out, over 
the audience and exploding above. There 
was one particular moment in the show 
when the stringed instruments created 
a harmonic/rhythmic/scale that blew 
the audience to pieces. It was a capti-
vating and colorful composition of the 
sound and strength of women, together, 
intertwined, so radical, so healing. I had 
never heard anything like it. And the 
power they gave to the audience, the en-
ergy up there, was life changing. I have 
never ever seen an audience respond 
to something like that in my entire life. 
Clapping for 2 minutes straight. The 
above mentioned song, “Lay it Down”, 
began as a groove that Kofy started on 

the drums, and democratically, everyone 
started adding pieces of the puzzle to-
gether. They massaged it separately, and 
together in the studio, until they settled 
on the present structure.

This moment of the show seemed to be 
the climax of the experience for myself, 
and the rest of the audience. It was a 
point of departure from everything that 
I had on my mind. I forgot I was about 
to play a show of my own, I forgot about 
genre, judgement and categorization—
and I remembered how to enjoy the art 
made from four humans playing instru-
ments on a stage.

When asked about this moment, Shel-
ley Doty explains, “For me personally, 
I’m really just having a great time. It is 
awesome to play stuff that you can tell 
that the audience is getting off on, and 
that particular case is a great example 
of  ‘write what is fun for you as a musi-
cian’, and bring the audience along on 
your roller-coaster ride. I think the fact 
that we are all badass women expressing 
ourselves authentically is something that 
no one can ignore—we just kinda dig in 
and it is a gift to have an audience share 
the experience with us. In actuality, we 
have such a blast in rehearsals as well … 
it is really an honor, not an expectation, 
to share that with folks who come to  
the shows.”

And Katie responds similarly, “Being able 
to play with the women in this band is 

a complete and total honor for me. What 
each of these musicians have to offer is 
beyond my ability to express at times. What 
I love about this band is that we each are 
here for the love of music and nothing else. 
I think that is why it can be so raw and so 
true. Everyone in this band gives the music 
everything it’s got and that definitely hap-
pens naturally. 

The response from the crowd was an 
incredible moment. It felt as if everyone 
in the entire room was levitating. I felt 
completely overjoyed and intoxicated by 
the height of vibration”.

I couldn’t have explained what happened 
to me any more perfectly than Katie’s 
comment about this peak of the set. She 
goes on to discuss the band dynamics and 
mutual respect each band mate has for the 
next, “I have never played in a band with 
all front women. Think about that … all 
badass, powerhouse, insanely talented, 
very alpha, front WOMEN. The gorgeous 
part of it is that no one is stepping on any-
body’s toes. No one needs to be the leader. 
No one needs to control how things go. 
We are all in it for the love of music and to 
be able to create within a space like this is 
fundamentally life changing.”

While watching this band on stage, I 
remembered what playing music is sup-
posed to feel like. I felt the admiration, 
and respect the four women have for each 
other. I felt the creative explosion of trying 
new things, and the vulnerability of explor-
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legends on The rise

teen

HOMETOwN:  

TEENy, lIZZIE, KATHERINE: HAlIFAx, NS;  

BOSHRA: GREENSBuRG, PA   

lIVES IN: GREENPOINT BK + EAST VIllAGE  

INSTRuMENTS:  

TEENy: VOcAlS, GuITAR, KEyS  

lIZZIE: KEyS  

KATHERINE: DRuMS  

BOSHRA: BASS  PAST 

BANDS: HERE wE GO MAGIc, jANKA NABAy 

AND THE BuBu GANG  

lAST FIVE SONGS lISTENED TO 

cOllEcTIVEly: 

cHAMBER OF REFlEcTION – MAcDEMARcO;  

BABy BIRcH – jOANNA NEwSOM;  

I’M GOIN DOwN – MARy j. BlIGEHARD;  

TIMES IN NEw yORK TOwN – BOB DylAN;  

I wIll AlwAyS lOVE yOu – DOlly PARTON  

RADIO ON THE ROAD: NPR 

FAV FOODS: ANyTHING GREEN AT THIS POINT
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Tom Tom magazine: The “noT for long” 
music video is preTTY psYchedelic.  
The video feaTured on Your websiTe is 
nuTs, Too. where did These ideas come 
from? who did You collaboraTe wiTh To 
make These vids?

Teeny: “Not For Long” was directed by Roland von Tessin, the 
album teaser was animated by Jake Fried. Both are old friends. 
The teaser animation already existed and we set the music to it. 
“Not For Long” was completely Roland’s idea—we knew we  
liked his work and just trusted his vision for the music. We make 
it a goal of ours to collaborate with people who we think are 
original and willing to be far out. 

“noT for long” is also The song where 
You saY ‘biTch.’ You menTioned being 
shocked when You firsT heard ThaT word 
recorded. whaT happened here? and how 
did You ulTimaTelY decide To leave in 
ThaT lYric?

T: The original intention was to point at the various stereotypes 
powerful women are subjected to. You’re either a bitch, too 
hungry or too willing. It’s very difficult to maintain a respectable 
and balanced seat. I wrote the song with the lyric in it already. 
The rest of the girls heard it back after I recorded it and were a 
little shaken up. We had a long discussion about the importance 
of the word, and using it. We considered leaving it out, but it felt 
important not to shy away from or sugarcoat the issue.

boshra, whaT’s iT like To work wiTh Three 
sisTers? do You ever feel lefT ouT? does 
Their unspoken logic ever freak You ouT? 
do TheY work TogeTher well?

Boshra: It’s never boring! Their sisterhood comforts me. It’s 
a source of real strength to the band.  Everyone cares. And 
musically —forget about it—you feel buoyed up walking into 
that. They’re all too perceptive to ever make me feel excluded. 
It’s more of an open circuit. I have a sister so I get it. I know 
when to walk away. Most of the time we are all having a  
laugh, though.

for The sisTers: when You were Younger You 
recorded radio shows / mixTapes TogeTher aT 
home. whaT were TheY like? did You ever sing 
TogeTher on Those homemade Tapes?

 TEEN, simultaneously youthful and insistent that age is irrelevant, are not teenagers. They are 
three sisters and one friend: Teeny (hence the name), Katherine, Lizzie, and Boshra (the friend). 

Their new album is called The Way and Color and they’re currently on tour with Phantogram, 
bringing heavy, trippy, fun music to the masses. These women are bonafide rock stars in the making. 

We were happy to catch up with them right before they released their new album in
 their current hometown, Brooklyn.

 T: They were mostly gibberish. Some singing happened, but it 
was a lot of screaming about acquiring food. Katherine used to 
read books aloud. Then we got into doing skits and characters. 

lizzie, You plaY keYboard and “build 
irresisTible sYnTh hooks”, according  
To The inTerneT. You also Took  
piano lessons when You were Younger?  
could You describe The evoluTion from 
ThaT To This?

I took piano when I was younger, but I stopped when I was a 
teenager. I definitely retained some basic theory and facility 
but it wasn’t totally easy reintroducing myself to the keys. I 
think that’s been generally a positive thing though and I think 
it’s informed the way I play synths. I was forced to really listen, 
focusing the most on sounds and melody. It’s been a constant 
learning process. And the learning curve with playing synths, like 
music in general, is endless. I just got a Moog Voyager and the 
capabilities are absolutely incredible.

several of Your songs, in parTicular 
“breaThe low and deep”, have lengThY 
insTrumenTal jams (for lack of a beTTer 
descripTor). how do These come To life? 
are TheY minuTelY pre-wriTTen or do TheY 
build/grow while You’re recording or 
performing live? 

T: Generally, the instrumental jams happen on the fly. They’re 
mainly improvised and worked out as we play the songs.

kaTherine, You’re in The league of self-
TaughT drummers. could You describe Your 
learning process? 

Katherine: Actually I don’t know if I’d really call myself self-
taught or not—I do work with a teacher in New York. But I’m 
definitely late to the game. I didn’t play drums growing up or 
anything like that. In the beginning of TEEN, I gradually started 
playing more and more percussion and started to fool around on 
the kit just for fun. When our drummer left the band, we had a 
couple of weeks before we were set to do a mini-tour and it was 
kind of like, ‘okay, let’s try this’ and then I got pretty serious! At 
first I was just trying to soak up anything and everything I could 
about technique and trying to do it on my own. But it wasn’t 
until I started working with a teacher that things started really 
developing. At the end of the day, I think any drummer will tell 
you practice and repetition are key, especially if you’re touring 
and playing live!
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the suzan
culTivaTed ladies of
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Tom Tom magazine: did You 
all plaY music growing  
up? when and how did You  
form The suzan?

Nico: We all learned piano growing up, it’s 
very Japanese. All girls do, it’s part of our 
raising a “cultivated lady” program, ha. 
We all went to the same all-girls private 
high school into college. Rie (keys)  
and Kaori (vox) are sisters and I’m from  
the same town in Saitama. Rie’s the 
master of the band. She and Saori were  
making songs in their bedrooms before  
it was anything.

Saori: We were writing songs but we 
didn’t have much intention of playing out. 
We sent demo tapes of our super rough 
recordings to labels instead. We didn’t 
know a drummer so we used a Zoom 
rhythm machine that was around in Japan 
back then, added melody with guitar and 
she made me sing. I always liked karaoke 
but I didn’t think I was a singer.

N: Keiichi Sokabe (famous guitarist) 
picked up their demo to release it, pretty 
much as is on his label Rose Records, so 
they suddenly needed a drummer. We 
were all having a homemade hot-pot party 
and Rie and Kaori say, ‘you look like you 
can hit!’ They told me to drum straight up 
based on how I look! I had just turned 19, 
first year in college. Then within a month 
they were like ‘we have a show in Berlin, 
just so you know.’

ThaT is amazinglY quick! 
i didn’T even know senT 
demos were even heard.
buT You didn’T have a kiT, 
how did You learn To plaY 
drums? 

N: They told me to listen to the songs 
and use visualization so I was mostly air 
drumming to make my body learn the 
rhythm. I used tissue boxes a lot too. We 
worked, saved up money, and toured 
Europe during our summer vacation a 
couple of months later.

how was working wiTh rose 
records and recording wiTh 
mr. sokabe?

N: He was very nice and we learned a lot 
from him. We were extra lucky in a sense 
that there were no other girl bands and  
we were the youngest on the label too.  
We were like his kids, so he looked after 
us for everything. 

S: I think what was unique about us was 
that we sent the demo package all in 
English because our focus was to go to 
Europe. We weren’t planning on doing the 
band in Tokyo so much—we only sent the 
demo to Rose Records because we had 
an extra. Probably no Japanese band was 
sending demos in English which made us 
punk in a way. Or he liked the candies we 
included in the package, ha!

good Thing You made 
exTras!

N: In 2006 we recorded Suzan Galaxy 
with Rose Records and then went to 
Europe every summer where we met a lot 
of great musicians. We met our current 
producer, Björn Yttling (of Peter Björn and 
John) through mutual friends out there 
too. He was looking for a band to produce 
during Fuji Rock Festival when he heard 
about us. he first contacted us through 
Myspace and we didn’t believe it because 
PBJ was big. But then we got to record in 
Stockholm with him soon after.

how was ThaT?

N: Amazing!! It was like going to class 
everyday. It would start early in the 
morning and then we’d all be out of the 
studio by 7pm because Stockholmers have 
to go watch ice hockey. We didn’t know 
anything about recording so he taught us 
everything too.

You noT onlY rock TogeTher 
buT all live TogeTher Too. 
how does ThaT work?

The Suzan are a tight team of ladies who don’t seem to be affected by their surrounding 
environment, even with their relocation from Tokyo to New York when they signed with Fool’s 
Gold back in 2011. Their music transcends any single genre—with songs that feel like instant 

classics and are the sonic equivalent of being at a punk show while drinking a pina colada. I asked 
them some questions to find the secret of their not just spirited, but badass band style. 

N: We’re like family and don’t step  
into each other’s lives so it’s almost like 
air. Aside from the band, we all do  
different things. 

are Your recenT Tours 
mosTlY in The us? whaT was 
Your favoriTe show?

It’s all in the US so far, all west coast and 
east coast. But we wanna go to Europe! 
Or anywhere outside of the uS! We were 
touring with Chromeo for a few weeks 
so we got to play 2,000-3,000 capacity 
halls and the sound was great. My favorite 
may be the show in Portland on that tour. 
Portlanders have heat, like passion, so the 
energy of the crowd was something else! 

who’s Your favoriTe 
drummer?

N: Travis Barker of Blink 182. He’s so 
skinny and covered with tattoos but he’s 
so tight, practices everyday and loves his 
family. That’s my ideal style!

S: A-track, the owner of our label Fools 
Gold, was touring with Blink 182, 
collaborative DJing. We got to see that 
show at SXSW. They were totally amazing. 

N: That might be also something I’d want 
to do in the future. Collaborate with a 
good looking killer DJ! I want to play with 
kids too. We played a couple of times at 
the Willie Mae camp with Tom Tom Mag 
and the excitement of kids about the live 
music is definitely amazing. So i want to 
play more with kids.

whaT’s nexT for You?

S: Our new album! We already recorded 
it, about a year ago back in Stockholm and 
we all want to put it out within this year.

R: Björn is very specific with the mixing 
and mastering so it requires a lot of time.
It’s been almost three years since our last 
album so we can’t wait to release it!



Tom Tom magazine: whaT made 
You wanT To be a drummer? 

Barbara Gruska: I think what made me 
want to be a drummer when I was a kid 
was Michael Jackson. Bad came out in 
1987, I was four and completely obsessed 
with every aspect of the record and with 
Michael himself. I danced every day 
to him and Whitney Houston. I played 
violin for two years when I was eight and 
sucked at it. I hated knowing I had musi-
cality somewhere inside of me, and then 
have to listen to myself suck all the time 
on violin, which I felt no connection with. 
So I literally started playing on pots and 
pans for fun. I hung a pan lid on a pull 
up bar—that was my cymbal. It clicked 
emotionally and there was something 
about it that made me feel like I was 
playing basketball, and I loved basketball. 
A year into doing that, my uncle loaned 
me a hand-me-down Frankenstein 4-piece 
Pearl kit with 14” new beat hats and an 
18” K. i got obsessed with figuring out the 
coordination of it all—gradually giving an 
awkward feeling some finesse and ease. 

It’s a powerful tool of expression for a 10 
year old girl who doesn’t have a voice in 
the world yet.
 
whaT is iT like plaYing 
wiTh Your broTher? 

It’s amazing playing with my brother.  
We didn’t grow up playing together 
because I was 6 1/2 years older than him, 
but once he picked up piano and guitar 
we would play duo in my apartment all 
the time and write songs and our feel 
locked immediately in a sibling kind of 
way. We grew up listening to the same 
shit, we share a similar kind of pocket. 
When Ethan graduated high school I was 
like ‘this kid is f***ing amazing, yoink!’  
And that’s how we evolved into the  
Belle Brigade.

whY did You include more 
elecTronic and digiTal  
elemenTs in Your new album? 

Before we started recording we didn’t say 
‘we want to be more electronic or more 

Los Angeles band The Belle Brigade, consisting of siblings Barbara and Ethan Gruska, took the folk-
pop world by storm with their self-titled debut album. Now they are turning the genre on its ear with 

their second album Just Because which incorporates a radical new sound and more electronic elements.
Currently touring with Ray LaMontagne, not just as a supporting act but his backing band, Belle’s 

drummer and lead vocalist took some time out to talk to Tom Tom.
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barbara of the 
belle brigade

daniele daniele  
of priests

this or that.’  We knew we wanted to let 
ourselves experiment and take some  
more time to find different sounds. Our 
budget was nowhere near the first record 
so we scaled down the operation and kept 
it very simple. We only invited in a couple 
other musicians and recorded the  
whole thing at Tony Berg’s home studio,  
Zeitgeist. Mostly it was Ethan, our co-
producer/engineer Shawn Everett and me 
in the room being dorky and having fun.

Talk a biT abouT Your 
Tour wiTh raY lamonTagne. 
noT manY supporTing bands 
also back The Touring 
arTisT. how did ThaT  
collaboraTion come abouT? 

This came about because of Ray’s gen-
erosity. He told me he saw me play in 
2009 with Jenny Lewis when we opened 
for him at The Hollywood Bowl and was 
interested in playing together at some 
point. I think we really just lucked the 
f*** out. 
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Tom Tom magazine: if punk 
is abouT resisTance To 
sTrucTure whY is punk 
drumming so highlY sTruc-
Tured? iT sTaYs preTTY 
True To a fasT 4/4. 

Daniele Daniele: I think one reason for 
that is a 4/4 beat is the easiest/most 
intuitive beat to learn and play. Punk 
values the amateur because punk was 
originally about fighting society’s restric-
tions and rules. Pop music in the ’40s, 
’50s, and ’60s was very restrictive. You 
had to be connected or you had to be 
pretty or sing about such and such subject 
matter in such and such a way. Punk was 
intended to be a f*** you to all that. Punk 
is the idea that if you have no money 
and want to make loud, ugly music and 
sing about taboo topics, you can do it, 
and no one can stop you if you just do it 
yourself (hence DIY). Valuing amateurism 
is part of that. Requiring that musicians 
have certain technical skills excludes a 
lot of people from making music. Maybe 
i couldn’t afford to buy gear as a kid, 
maybe my school didn’t offer music les-

I saw the band PRIESTS at Williamsburg Music Hall opening for The Julie Ruin. 
Their music is joyful punk and features GL Jaguar on guitar, Taylor Multiz on 

bass, Katie Alice Greer on vox, and Daniele Daniele on drums. Inspired by Daniele’s 
exuberant performance, I proposed a conversation on punk.

sons, maybe I didn’t start playing music 
till I was much older. By valuing simplic-
ity, punk values a type of music that is 
inclusive, that everyone can participate in 
no matter their background.

whaT do You Think makes 
Your band punk? whaT  
aTTracTs You abouT ThaT  
label?

Sometimes, I just feel like my whole life 
has to be channeled through commodities 
in one way or another and that makes 
me angry. Too often I think we feel like 
the only way we can connect with other 
humans is in this predetermined way, like 
buying and selling things or via social net-
working. Making music was so revelatory 
for me, because it was a way of creating 
an identity and connecting with people 
that didn’t involve money or predeter-
mined forms. It makes me especially 
angry when music becomes not this thing 
uniting people, but another commodity 
that someone else can use to manipu-
late how people express themselves and 
connect with others—and then, in turn, 

BY: SARAH STRAUSS
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daniele daniele  
of priests

make money off that process. i was drawn 
to punk, well a certain lineage of punk, 
because it seemed to express an under-
standing that everything in this world is 
manipulated by market forces. I want to 
focus my energy on making sure that I’m 
the one creating these identities not some 
third power hiding in the wings. We are 
performance artists after all.

how do You geT To do  
ThaT bY drumming in a  
punk band?

A drum beat is so powerfully subversive. 
It makes you follow its time, move in its 
time, think in its time, and when you play 
in front of an audience, it has this really 
cool effect of syncing everyone up, almost 
against their will. Like, ‘oh shit, you didn’t 
mean to, but look! you’re a part of this 
bigger thing. See your foot tapping, your 
head bobbing? You’re doing it in time 
with all these other people!’ I think being 
reminded you’re a human that is con-
nected to all these other humans whether 
you like it or not is important.
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anika nilles
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in The pockeT

NAME: ANIKA NIllES

NIcKNAME: ANyK

HOMETOwN: AScHAFFENBuRG, GERMANy

lIVES IN: MANNHEIM, GERMANy

AGE: 30

PAST BANDS: BEATSHOTS

cuRRENT BANDS: METRODAlE, MINIMOuSTAcHE

DRuM SET:MAPEx ORION SERIES 

HARDwARE: MAPEx FAlcON SERIES

cyMBAlS: MEINl

STIcKS: ROHEMA PERcuSSION 9A

cASES: AHEAD ARMOuR cASES

HEADS: AQuARIAN

FAVORITE FOOD: cuRRy
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Tom Tom magazine: when did You sTarT 
plaYing The drums and whY?

Anika Nilles: I honestly don’t remember how it started. It was 
always there I guess. I went to music school when I was 6 but I 
already could play some simple grooves. My dad was a drummer 
as well and showed me a couple of things. Drums were always 
around me. 

whaT’s Your favoriTe Thing abouT drums?

Oh, everything ... i just love to hit on them and get this direct 
feedback. How rebound works and the stick is digging into the 
drumhead and at the same time not, you know? Haha, I don’t 
know. The whole motion and vibe around them is really fascinat-
ing. Playing drums is just the most satisfying feeling of all and the 
most fun thing to do. I can’t really describe it. It’s a part of me.

how do You make a  
living plaYing music?

From teaching drums and playing gigs a lot. I’ve also been in 
cover/gala bands for two years now and there’s good money in 
that. I don’t do session work that much because I like to write 
my own songs and practice a lot, being free to do what I want. 
it’s nice to play with different people and connect, but i want to 
move forward all the time and get better. I love to play live but 
I’d rather practice and write new material than play 200 gigs in 
a year. 

You musT pracTice a loT of The Time To 
geT To This level. whaT do You pracTice 
usuallY?

It’s a mix of technique and coordination. I train with grooves. 
That’s my strength I think: the big fat grooves. I also practice 
playing on click, microtiming. When you play in the studio, you 
hear an honest reproduction of what you play—all the mistakes 
and when you’re even just a little off —you hear it immediately. 
It’s frustrating. That’s how I learned and am still learning a lot, 
by playing in the studio, listening to my mistakes and then work-
ing on them.

You plaYed a big Tv show in europe, 
“weTTen dass...?”, lasT Year wiTh The 

Anika Nilles’ technique and in-the-pocket grooves are the first things that will blow your mind 
about this German drummer based in Mannheim, a city near Frankfurt. Her play-along pop 
video “Wild Boy” on Youtube hit the German drumming scene Bonham-hard and turned the 

music-student into an up-and-coming drummer in a few weeks and a lot of clicks. Apart from 
studying and eating a lot of her favorite food, curry, Anika teaches drums herself in her school 

Groove Design, tours in her band Mini Moustache and practices, practices, practices. 

band caligola from sweden. how was ThaT 
experience?

it was my first TV experience. it was playback, but it was really 
interesting playing the show. The guys sang live, but we were 
just miming. But as a drummer you still have to play and hit the 
drums, you know? Somebody got me the tip that there was a job 
opening for the show. So I called somebody that was in charge 
for casting the backing band and they were looking specifically 
for an ethnic looking female drummer, with a darker skintone ... 
which I’m absolutely not, ha! It was a day before the show and 
they still hadn’t found what they were looking for so I got the 
job and packed my bags.

have You ever experienced disadvanTages 
wiTh being a female drummer in The music 
business? 

In the last two to three years it kind of turned for me. People 
come up to me after the shows and tell me ‘Wow, you play so 
well and on top of that you’re a woman!’ And that’s cool, but 
when it’s the other way around like, ‘For a woman, you play 
really well!’ then it’s weird and I think ‘You still don‘t get it, do 
you?’ It‘s such an old way of thinking. 

are There oTher female drummers aT The 
school You’re sTudYing aT?

There are two others. i actually was the first one, ever. The 
percentage of female drummers is really small. Especially when 
you’re entering the more professional league of drummers, you 
seldom see a woman playing drums in Germany.

whaT makes a greaT drummer in Your  
opinion?

Feeling is extremely important. There are a lot of people I listen 
to where I just don’t feel anything and it’s because the player 
doesn’t feel it themselves and conveys absolutely no emotion. I 
love it when drummers play exactly how they feel. Even if they 
make mistakes and miss a hit or something, it doesn’t matter, 
they’re feeling it and it’s awesome. On the other hand, to play 
jobs it’s necessary to have good technique and play the thing 
clean. I think both technique and feel are very important to 
make a good drummer. 
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Vanessa Domonique is a freelance drummer and tutor from London, UK.
She is currently playing for contemporary dance company, Clod Ensemble,  

doing various festivals and tours. Catch Vanessa in action at  
www.vanessadomonique.co.uk







MUSIC

coUsins 
The Halls of Wickwire 
Ba Da Bing Records / Hand Drawn Dracula 
May 2014

Somewhere between washed out and punk,  
Cousins are releasing The Halls of Wickwire on 
Ba Da Bing this May, which will fill the bill for 
their US tour with Chad Van Gaalen. The Halifax 
duo created a punk album that we yearn for this 
decade, with its pop undertones, sharp drumming, 
and reverb soaked vocals. The stand-out tracks 
are “Death Man” which starts slow but begs you 
to stay for a classic punk (and almost ’80s) feel 
and “Mess” which comes with an off-color video 
from Canadian filmmaker, Neal Moignard. The 
album weaves in and out of your emotions with its 
hard guitar and lyrics that ask you simply “What’s 
your name, what’s your name?” 

Listen to this: to get pumped for your first drum 
lesson. 

—Attia Taylor

DespicAble Zee 
Despicable Zee 
BG Records / September 2013

I took a public speaking course once. The most 
memorable exercise required us to eat while 
reading aloud. Who knew chewing a Rolo would 
make me a better speaker? But something about 
having too many things going on makes you take 
nothing for granted. I talked pretty and had a 
blood-sugar spike to boot. 

The same can be said of Despicable Zee (Zahra 
Tehrani): the beat-maker out of Oxford does her 
best when she’s doing too much. The strongest 
songs of her five-song self-titled record are the 
first, “Introduction,” a densely layered beat-and-
voice mash up, and her melody-synced collabo-
ration with Stray Dog, “Give Up.” Stray Dog must 
have the same voice coach as me: the video 
shows her staring at the audience, chewing up a 
few days worth of food and belting her heart out, 
DZ’s steady beats pushing her on. 

Listen to this: when you want a beat-y snack.

—Emily Nemens

chAin & the GAnG  
Minimum Rock and Roll 
K Records / May 13

K Records knows their stuff. Their passion for 
minimalistic, bass fuzz, funky, post-pop “little” 
bands has been tried and true since Calvin John-
son was a DJ at the indie radio station KAOS-FM 
when he was fifteen. Chain & the Gang is that 
quintessential lo-fi band; jangling over-driven 
guitars, shouts, and shudders, all topped with a 
middle finger to the listener, Chain & the Gang 
demands musically: ‘like us or go home.’ Their 
new record Minimum Rock and Roll drips with 
sarcastic, self-aware tracks (“I’m a choice/ not 
a child/ you’ve got the choice/ to drive me wild/ 
make the choice to stay/ with me a little while”). 
Chain & the Gang is Gene Vincent on acid meets 
X-Ray Spex. 

Listen to this: to fit in perfectly into no-wave 
history.

—Matthew D’Abate

beverly 
Careers 
Kanine Records / July 2014

Frankie Rose is back on the drums again after 
a few years playing guitar and fronting Frankie 
Rose and the Outs. In her newest band, Beverly, 
she collaborates with guitarist/vocalist Drew Cit-
ron who plays in Rose’s backing band and the pop 
group Avan Lava. Rose has consistently shown 
herself to have a keen ear for arrangements and 
this time she and Citron draw upon ’90s bands 
like the Amps and early Weezer, with more than 
a pinch of Stereolab. They’re at their best when 
they stay at least mid-tempo like the two opening 
tracks, “Madora” and “Honey Do.” Some of the 
slower tracks seemed to drag, although I must 
say, “Yale’s Life” did make me nostalgic for the 
Twin Peaks theme song. 

While Rose’s drumming is very pared down (think 
Moe Tucker) she shines at the center of any band 
she is in. She’s finishing up a solo record, so 
unfortunately, she won’t be joining Citron on tour 
for this album.

Listen to this: On the way home from the beach with 
sand stuck to your skin and salt water in your hair. 

—Rebecca DeRosa

the coloUrist 
The Colourist 
Republic Records / March 2014

Life is not a box of chocolates, it’s a box of 
crayons, according to the world of The Colourist, 
an Orange County based band delivering us their 
recent self-titled new release of infectious dance 
beats and good spirited harmonies. The brainchild 
of Adam Castilla and drummer Maya Tuttle, The 
Colourist are a candy coated pop gum ball ma-
chine, rolling out head-bopping tunes for a penny. 
“Say What You Need” is a notable stand out 
amongst the other sparking gems, landing stylisti-
cally somewhere between Clap Your Hands and 
Say Yeah and Metric. It is nearly impossible not to 
smile and start dancing the moment the first track 
booms out from your bedazzled speakers. 

Listen to this: if the doctor says you’re depressed 
and dancing is the only cure.

—Matthew D’Abate

Dex roMWeber DUo 
Images 13 
Bloodshot Records / March 2014

Jack White is already on record saying that 
Dex Romweber and his Flat Duo Jets were a 
major influence on his music, both for Romwe-
ber’s rockabilly swagger and wild man blues. In 
Romweber’s massive oeuvre, the Dex Romweber 
Duo (with his sister Sara pounding on the drums) 
newest release, Image 13, is no different—chalk 
full of crunchy, Danelectro riffs, sparse and 
bone crunching drums, and Romweber’s distinct 
whiskey soaked vocals. Tracks like “Beyond The 
Moonlight,” with its hand-clapping, story telling 
jive to the Zombies inspired “So Sad About Us,” 
Dex Romweber Duo’s latest addition reminds what 
exactly good old fashioned rock ’n’ roll really is in 
this sea of laptops and 808s. 

Listen to this: when you want to grab your 
partner, spin them around, and pound down some 
moonshine in the Spring rain.

—Matthew D’Abate
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We Won’t eAt yoUr hAte liKe love 
Dir., Juliana Lindenhofer 
Self produced / April 2013

In 2013, DJ Mag came out with a Top 100 DJ List. Considering the fact that it 
was social media driven, all but three spots were given to male DJs. Nervo, 
the twin sisters’ DJ duo, cracked the Top 20 at #16. Great? On the surface, 
but as a whole, in a world in which women are taking more initiative in more 
male oriented “boys club” industries, we can do better in society to stop judging 
based upon appearance but more upon skill. Which is what the female DJs and 
producers, in the short documentary by Juliana Lindenhofer, convey. 

The camera shows a staircase, in a dimly lit, bare basement. A phrase being 
versed, and thought so many times even in my own head, “I don’t even want 
people to know what I look like. I don’t want them to know if I’m a girl or a boy. I want it to be about the 
music.” The women in the film talk about bias within the industry, and not just about gender, but also 
sexuality and race. We Won’t Eat Your Hate Like Love is a short film addressing that there not only needs to 
be a progression of equality within the nightlife club scene industry, but in the entertainment industry as 
a whole.

—Lola Johnson

bookS

WAter sArK 
Esquisses 
Number4door / April 2014

Water Sark is an ’80s style punk nouveau French 
female fronted band that features dark synth 
undertones, simple sexy rhythms, and a quality 
not unlike The Cure when they hit the music 
scene with “Boys Don’t Cry.” The album embodies 
what rock ’n’ roll is about, seduction, rebellion, 
talent and taste with a dash of femme noir, and 
smoke. The album features only five songs, which 
is really just a tease for those who endlessly crave 
great music, but it’s worth the nibble. And check 
out their song “Walkie Talkies” if you’re ready to 
experience a layered drum experiment that incor-
porates haunting vocals and a hypnotizing beat.

Listen to this while: sporting your Walkman and 
barrettes. 

—Stephanie Reisnour

belle briGADe 
Just Because 
ATO Records / February 2014

Belle Brigade is a brother-sister duo that 
proves that there is nothing more amazing than 
sibling love. Born from Barbara Gruska’s drums 
and Ethan’s guitar, Just Because is an uplift-
ing, sunshiny homage to timelessly appreciated 
music. With a dash of intermittent piano, electric 
punctuations, and hipster flare, Belle Brigade’s 
new album is addictive and reminiscent of a Peter 
Gabriel, Phil Collins, Arcade Fire, Peter Bjorn and 
John, pure talent mash up. Just Because is such a 
breath of fresh cool spring air, it makes me won-
der why I hadn’t heard of them sooner.

Listen to this while: anytime, anywhere, with 
anyone. You’ll smile no matter what. 

—Stephanie Reisnour

WoMen DrUM-
Mers: A history 
froM rocK AnD 
JAZZ to blUes AnD 
coUntry 
Angela Smith 
Rowman & Littlefield / 
April 2014

This comprehensive 
book about women 
drummers through-

We Are the best 
Directed by Lukas Moodysson 
Release date 2014 (USA)

The first time I saw this movie I knew I had to see it again. And I did. 
Less than one week later. That is how much this film resonated with me. 
It is simultaneously witty and light while illuminating the darkness and 
reality of social pressure. The Swedish film follows two relatively androgy-
nous and rebellious teenage girls, Bobo (Mira Barkhammar) and Klara 
(Mira Grosin), as they stumble upon forming a band, coming of age, and 
that beautiful moment when we get to press up against what society deems 
as norms. These girls challenge music, religion and femininity with humor, 
compassion and honesty in a way I haven’t seen since I lived it. 

—Mindy Abovitz

FILM

sTreeT eaTers 
Blood::Muscles::Bones 
Nervous Intent Records / June 2014

From the first doom rock riffs and ritual left/right 
panning on the first track “Reverse,” you feel like a 
fight is going to break out. The riot anger of Street 
Eater’s latest release Blood::Muscles::Bones is obvi-
ous, chalk full of power-punk chords—their songs 
are a punch through a wall. Out of Berkeley, Cali-
fornia, there are no sunsets and best coasts here, 
only Siouxsie-Soiux-howls and angsty percussion. 
Notable tracks from the newest opus are the quiet 
narcotic of “Null” and the Sleater-Kinney inspired 
“Comets.” Street Eaters, representing Nervous 
Intent Records to the fullest, is a love letter to 
punk rock music. 

Listen to this: when you are late on rent and the 
electric company is at your door—and remember 
to tell them where to stick it.

—Matthew D’Abate

REVIEWS

out the ages is worthy of living on university 
shelves worldwide. Angela Smith takes the 
reader from the advent of drums (BCE), to the 
first rebel drummers facing religious decrees, 
through contemporary drumming legends like 
Sheila E, Cindy Blackman, and Viola Smith. She 
tips her hat to all of the movers and shakers 
who have paved the way for us female drum-
mers thus far. This book is thoughtful, thought 
provoking, historical, intelligent and interesting. 
If you like Tom Tom you will love this book be-
cause it is the very book we would have written 
ourselves. Buy it for your favorite drummer (if 
that is you more, power to you!) today. 

— Mindy Abovitz
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gEaR REVIEW

Dream Cymbals was first 
established in Canada in 
2005.  Since their start, 
Dream successfully distributes 
its product all over the world.  
Their cymbals are carefully 
crafted in the Wuhan region 
of China where Dream cre-
ates its amazing cymbals and 
gongs.  Selling in over 14 
countries, Dream cymbals is 
just getting started, creat-
ing exceptional cymbals and 
gongs for an affordable price 
to drummers and percussion-
ists around the world.  

Dream is unlike any other 
cymbal company on the mar-
ket, specially designing their 
cymbals and gongs with 
bronze bell technology.  They 
have many popular lines of 
cymbals which include the 
Bliss series, Energy and Con-
tact.  Their cymbals translate 
into all genres of music and 
are sturdy and durable for 
long term playing.  Dream 
cymbals are a must-have 
if you want a cymbal with 
interesting tones, dynamic 
sounds, a competitive price, 
and beautiful aesthetics—
they’re simply a great choice 
for any drummer.

E N E R G Y  C R A S H

Dream Cymbals has recently introduced 
a new Energy Crash to its line.  At 17”, 
this cymbal has great attack with a long 
decay.  The cymbal is adorned with a 
raw bell and is hand hammered, which 
adds to its interesting and explosive 
sound.  It’s shimmery but balanced with 
dark tones which make this a dynamic 
cymbal for many genres of music. After I 
set it up with my kit, I noticed how loud 
this cymbal really was.  The Energy’s 
explosive shimmer matched with its 
low timbre can cut through anything.  
using it to complete drum fills, i wanted 
to see how it sounded as a ride.  It has 
beautiful balance tonally and keeps its 
attack going when hit harder and harder.  
It has great presence and a dynamic 
sound that would be perfect for any 
musician who is playing live or recording 
in the studio.  The Energy crash is a solid 
pick for someone who is looking for a 
new crash with a lot of character.  Dream 
perfectly delivered quality, matched with 
great tone and volume.

R I D E

Dream has recently created the new 22” 
Gorilla Ride to the family.  Some of the 
outstanding aesthetics include a 5” bell, 
deep hammer marks adorned all over 
the cymbal, and matched with a lathed 
surface.  Once i set it up with my kit, i 
realized how much power this cymbal 
packs.  The heavy weight adds to its long 
sustain that cut over the sounds of my 
drums. I started playing eighth notes on 
the edge of the cymbal, which were a little 
drowned out by the ride’s loud ping.  I 
began to play quieter so I would be able to 
hear the natural tones more clearer.  The 
ping sound does not seem to subside no 
matter how loud or soft you play.  After, I 
began to play quarter notes on the bell to 
see how it affected the timbre.  The bell 
has very dry tones, but there is no real 
distinction in sound between the bell and 
the body of the cymbal—all the sounds 
blend together.  I was hoping for a more 
pronounced bell but it did not seem to 
deliver for me.  Overall, i had a fun time 
playing with the Gorilla Ride.  Its 22” 
size is definitely exciting to play and it’s a 
gorgeous cymbal.  Dream’s Gorilla ride is 
great for anyone who wants their ride in 
the forefront with dark and dry tones.

by AndreA dAvis
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C O N T A C T  

The Contact 8” splash is the brightest 
out of the three.  It has thicker lathed 
marks that set it a part from the rest of 
the splashes.  Once i set it up with my 
kit I noticed that I couldn’t hear it very 
well when i added it within my fills.  The 
tone is bright, almost too tin-sounding 
for me, and the decay is very quick.  
This splash would be great for someone 
who plays mellow music, so it’s not 
drowned out by the other cymbals and 
drums when you’re playing.  It also isn’t 
rounded correctly.  On the right half 
and left top of the splash it’s not evenly 
cut.  I’m not sure if this augmented the 
sound at all or if its the design.  Overall, 
I would recommend this splash to any-
one who plays softer music.  It has nice 
bright tone and short sustain that works 
perfectly for a quick accent cymbal.  

E N E R G Y

The new Energy 8” splash is a great 
cymbal to add to any kit.  It has fast attack 
and a mid-low tone.  This was my favorite 
to play with my kit because of its out-
standing presence.  On initial contact, the 
splash gives off a shimmery and distinc-
tive sound—close to that of a gong.  The 
raw bell adds to its interesting tone and 
weight, truly setting it a part from the 
bliss and contact series.  i would definitely 
recommend this splash if you’re looking 
for one modestly priced, combined with a 
bright explosive sound that quickly decays 
into a distinct mid-low range tone.  

B L I S S 

The new Bliss series 8” splash is powerful 
with middle range tone.  The Bliss splash 
is thin and is complimented with subtle 
lathing.  In terms of sound, the Bliss 
reminds me of the Energy but without the 
initial shimmer.  Playing it with my kit I 
also found it was hard to hear over the 
sounds of my drums and other cymbals.  
The Bliss has a very bright sound on the 
first initial contact with my stick that 
quickly decays into a mid range tone.  
There is also a quarter size dent in mine, 
which could have altered the sound.  I 
would recommend the Bliss for any drum-
mer that plays softer music.  Overall, 
this splash is great for any drummer that 
wants a distinctive, middle range sound-
ing splash that won’t overpower any of 
the other cymbals.  
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To play your best, you need sticks that feel perfect.  That’s why our unrivaled expert team 
of designers obsess over every detail throughout the most advanced development and  
manufacturing process in the industry.  It’s also the reason more drummers worldwide 
choose Vic than any other brand.

Find out more about Vic’s unique proprietary design and manufacturing process at VICFIRTH.COM/TOUR
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